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According to the Penguin Atlas of Sexual Behaviour, 
roughly 240 million people worldwide have sex every 
day; - which denotes that at least 10 million people 
are having sex every hour. 
 
If calculated further, this means that at least 167,000 
people are getting some good sex this very minute. 
 
However, only 52% of them are currently enjoying it, 
while the other 48 percent are now craving that their 
sexual encounter could have been much improved. 
 
As such, this book intends to help provide some key 
guidance for those 115 million daily disappointed men 
and women, in a bid to make their sexual experience 
with their partners much better the next time around. 
 
 

 
 



 

A first word from the Author of this book 
. 

Why do people have sex? 
 
Sex is probably one of the most satisfying 
emotional forms of physical gratification 
known to exist between the opposite genders 
of the human race. 
 
It can be dispensed in many different forms, 

characteristics, circumstances and environments; whether the 
two performers are deaf and dumb, or speak opposing 
tongues. 
 
Therefore it not surprising to know, that sex is arguably the 
most seek-out topic on the internet, and the most read 
literature amongst all adult age groups worldwide.  
 
The very fact that you have assumingly noted the nature of this 
book and is delving into its pages so eagerly, is testimony that 
you are equally interested in the inner workings of sex, just like 
the millions of others who have expressed an avid interest and 
curiosity about this fascinating subject matter. 
 
Nonetheless, for your information, I am not a sexual therapist, 
psychologist, relationship adviser, sexual satisfaction counselor 
or an adviser on sexual issues. 
 
I had simply compiled this book purely from my own personal 
sexual experiences, intense research, data from professional 
sex advisers, and a 10 month online interview with 1,514 



women and men who were willing to share their deepest 
sexual insights with me, mostly via internet forums. I had also 
had several face to face casual conversations with at least 48 
willing individuals, hailing from different cultures and ethnicity 
groups, including housewives, working professionals, bar girls, 
and escorts, just to label a few. 
 
Hence I am sure that I was able to put together some reliable 
therapy, answers and workable advices that would be nothing 
less than perfect for those who seek to sexually educate 
themselves. 
 
That aside, (prior to becoming a family man) I had personally 
indulged myself sexually (in safety) with well over a hundred 
willing women back in my sex-mongering days. These women 
were of different adult age range, physical appearance, career, 
economic class, relationship status, financial status, cultural 
backgrounds, ethnicity, beliefs, IQ’s and affiliations, and hailing 
from at least a dozen countries on our planet. 
 
And if voluminous experience is something that you consider 
adequate, then I can safely say that I am definitely in a very 
well-advantaged position to professionally discuss sexual 
satisfaction and all the other elements that comes with it. 
So, there is no doubt that you will enjoy every aspect of this 
book, providing that you continue to pay appropriate attention 
to its contents. 
 
Anyway, …..  let’s not be flattered or dazed by my point of 
experience or persuasion for you to read on.  
We should just get giddy and move on with the subject matter 
hereafter; - 



Now, ……… we all know that the primary evolutionary reason 
for sex, is to facilitate reproduction of our own kind. But from 
my knowledge and I am sure, from your perception, people 
become sexually involve for a long list of other reasons. 
 
In most instances, people indulge in sex for mutual pleasure, 
emotional satisfaction, spousal obligations, self-gratification, 
monetary rewards, and to alleviate insecurity. 
 
But practically, most people engage in sexual activity because 
of the pleasures they derive from the activity, in which the 
most intensified pleasure is gained through orgasm. 
 
Most commonly, people engage in sexual activity with a person 
to whom they are sexually attracted; but at times, a person 
may engage in a sexual activity solely for the sexual pleasure of 
the partner, such as because of an obligation they may have to 
the partner or because of love, sympathy or pity they may feel 
for the partner. 
 
Also, a person may engage in sexual activity for purely 
monetary considerations, or to obtain some advantage from 
either the partner or the activity.  
A just-married and childless couple may, for example, engage 
in sexual intercourse with the objective of conception. 
 
Other people engage in sex because they hate each other. This 
occurs between two people who strongly dislike or annoy each 
other, and is known as hate sex. It is related to the 
psychological theory that opposition between two people can 
heighten sexual tension, attraction and interest. 



But whatever everyone’s reason may be, we would agree that 
the list can be concentrated on not more than four or five 
major reasons, why people have sex. 
 
However, this book goes way beyond their reasons, and is 
more intended to groom you into making your sex life much 
more enjoyable. 
 
Considering the importance of sexual intercourse itself to 
happiness, contentment, and permanence in a relationship (or 
marriage), there is no reason for anyone to feel timid, 
embarrassed, or guilty about their quest to learn more through 
this book, about this fascinating physical sensation that often 
gratifies us. 
 
So, if you want to make your sexual encounters much more 
pleasurable and exciting, it would be advisable that you simply 
read on. 
 

Dennis E. Adonis 
Author 
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Introduction: The evolution of sex 

 
 

From the beginning of our existence thousands of 
years ago, sexual intercourse has always been an 
integral part of our relationship and gratification 
encounters between genders, in addition to an 
important contributor to our amatory needs. It is 
also the most practical method by which future 

generations of our kind are usually brought into being.  

However, over those thousands of years, the manner, methods 
and principles governing sexual contact between the human 
race have changed significantly, and beyond our earlier 
comprehension. 

For example, as recent as in the 1940’s, it would have been 
offensive for a girl to publicly flirt a bikini or a jean that exposes 
the crease-line of her butt or to even sport a blouse exposing 
much of her cleavage in public. 

Today, it is not an unusual sight to see a girl cruising down the 
street exposing her thong panties above her hip line or 
exposing the crease-line of her butt just above an undercut 
pants.  

Similarly, a few decades ago, it would have been embarrassing 
to discuss one’s sexual preferences openly or to even express 
one’s interest in oral or anal sex. 
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Today, every man and woman considers oral, anal and other 
forms of sex as normal item and necessary for their mutual 
enjoyment. 

Additionally, sexual positions and role handling in bed is also a 
necessity, since nowadays it is said to be effective in helping to 
give both partners the required gratification that may lead to 
an orgasm or some form of sexual climax that is satisfying to 
each other. 

All of these many factors are as a direct result of the rapid 
evolution of sexual practices over the years. 

In despite of our cultural habits, beliefs and moral upbringings, 
we are all now caught up in this sexual evolution one way or 
the other. 

And those who lives with the false believe that this evolution 
has no impact on their relationship or sex life, would sooner or 
later discovered that they are nothing more than a silent sexual 
disappointment and boredom to their partner in the bedroom. 

For example, a woman who chooses not to accept that sex has 
evolved, and finds it inappropriate to wrap her tongue around 
her man’s cock if he desires such enticement, would find that a 
hundred other women would gladly do it to him without 
second thought.  

And sooner or later, his sexual interest would be more 
preferred outside of her bedroom walls, and with those other 
women who embrace the fact that sex has evolved beyond the 
old model of just taking off her clothes and lying on the back. 
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While the evolution of sex would have probably been a natural 
phenomenon, technological advances in videography, imaging, 
and internet communication have made it quite easily for 
people to learn more about sexual satisfaction, and to connect 
with other people having the same sexual desires, thousands 
of miles away, and without much effort. 

The now ease-of-access to quality porn videos, pornographic 
websites, online sex dating, Facebook and other popular social 
networks has exposed mankind to a multitude of sexual 
practices and developments all over the world, thus breaking 
down cultural and other borders that would have previously 
held back one’s knowledge of the stage at which sex has since 
evolved. 

Nonetheless, while various forms of sexual satisfactions has 
progressed, a large section of women and men still remains 
deliberately stuck in traditional sexual practices, which often 
harms their relationships and marriages.  

This is usually as a result of the fact that a woman or man 
would prefer to go outside of the relationship and seek sexual 
gratification because their respective partner chooses not to 
indulge in modern-day sexual conducts, which they may find 
morally and/or culturally offensive. 

That being the case, this book intends to help couples re-
examine sexual gratification in a broader context, so that they 
may be better informed, and by extension, become a better 
element of sexual satisfaction to their partner. But before we 
get started, let us use the next few pages of this book to take a 
brief and more open look at sex in its current form, today. 
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A better understanding of sex today 

 
 

Today, research has established that happy 
people in happier relationships usually have 
sex between 10 to 14 times per week, while 
the average unhappy couple would have 
sex about one to 3 times per week. 

This is mostly due to a number of factors including career 
commitments, work schedules, level of affection for each 
other, sexual interest, sexual capabilities, and types of sexual 
engagement between the partners. 

Happier couples (who have sex between 10 to 14 times per 
week) are also found to be amongst individuals who indulges in 
modern-day sexual practices which reduces erotic bedroom 
boredom by making their sexual encounters with their partners 
more varied, resulting in a drastic increase in sexual contact 
daily. Hence the reason for them being sexually engaged as 
much as 10, 14 and 20 times each week. 

But in other cases, where there is a simple lie on your back sex 
scenario, without any other complimentary sexual inducement, 
those couples are generally unhappy with a sex ratio of zero to 
3 times per week. 

The bottom line here is that if a woman in this day and age 
cannot entertain anal sex, oral sex, and erotic fetishes, it would 
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be difficult for her to effectively satisfy her man, and keep him 
sexually interested in their relationship. Similarly, if a man does 
not embrace fetishes, satisfactory foreplay, and performing 
oral sex on his woman or doing some other form of equivalent 
satisfaction on her clitoris before he fucks her, he can certainly 
expect her to start looking for sexual satisfaction quietly 
outside of the relationship. 

Sex today lacks the loyalty that it so deserve within 
relationships. Both women and men now sees it as their 
personal desire and individual interest to be satisfied sexually 
with whomever they feels comfortable with, whether they are 
already married to someone or not. 

Today, people’s sexual desires and need to be satisfied 
seemingly supersedes morality, religion, relationship principles 
and ethics, simply because sexual satisfaction is very important 
to every man and woman, regardless of how rude, decent, 
naughty, honest, professional, laid back, beautiful, ugly, 
miserable or cool they may appear to be.  

Every woman and every man have sexual needs, except for the 
fact that each woman would have her own sexual preferences; 
likewise a man would have his own sexual preferences when it 
comes to his bedroom mate. 

So if you really want to be in tune with sex in its current form 
today, and keep your partner’s crotch satisfied, then it is time 
that we get down to business and bring our focus much closer 
to Better Sex, as we would discuss in the pages hereafter. 
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The Importance & benefits of regular sex 

 
 

Sex can easily be thrown away as a 
non-priority for anyone, especially if 
that person’s life is straddled with 
other seemingly important issues such 
as a top job position, a hectic social 
life, raising kids, domestic obligations, 

educational schedules, and other pressing commitments.  

However, if many couples take the numerous benefits of sex 
into account and give it the priority it deserves, then they 
would realize that it would certainly do them more good to 
ensure that regular sex is on their weekly calendar. 

Outside of the fact that sex helps couples to bond strongly and 
build trust in their relationship, there are dozens of other 
benefits that sex can bring to an individual and a relationship. 

According to several noted medical researches, having regular 
sex with the same partner (at least between 3 to 10 ten times 
per week) completed with an orgasm, can provide several 
proven health, social and personal development benefits. 

However for the benefit of this book, I would only discuss the 
five most important and effectively proven benefits of regular 
sex with the same partner. 
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1 - Reduce the risk of heart disease:  According to a study at 
Queens University, co-authored by Dr. Shah Ebrahim, Ph.D, 
researchers found that by having sex three or more times a 
week, reduce the risk of heart attack or stroke by half, in men. 

A similar study also found that women who get lots of sex and 
hugs from their partner tend to have a healthier and better 
blood pressure level. 

However, in general, blood pressure tends to be lower in 
people who live together and have sex often. 

2 - Sex Boosts Immunity 

Scientists at Wilkes University in Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania 
had conducted a widespread research which proved that 
having sex a few times per week with the same partner leads 
to the body producing higher levels of an antibody called 
immunoglobulin A or IgA, which can protect you from getting 
colds and other infections. 

3 – Helps with weight loss, and overall fitness   

Sex, if nothing else, is exercise. Muscular contractions during 
intercourse work the pelvis, thighs, buttocks, arms, neck and 
thorax.  A vigorous bout of sex would burn some 200 calories; - 
which is about the same as running for about 15 minutes on a 
treadmill or playing a spirited game of football. The pulse rate, 
in a person aroused, rises from about 70 beats per minute to 
150 bpm, the same as that of an athlete putting forth 
maximum effort. 

Research has shown that this combination of muscular 
movement and intense pulse rate during regular sexual 
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intercourse, can effectively contribute to gradual weight loss 
and general fitness of the body. 

Sex also boosts production of testosterone, which leads to 
stronger bones and muscles. 

4 – Reduces stress and depression 

After a man ejaculates into his spouse’s vagina, Prostoglandin; 
a hormone found only in semen, is released, and is absorbed in 
the female genital tract, thus modulating the female 
hormones, while suppressing those that cause stress and 
depression. 

5 – Pain-relief 

Immediately before orgasm (in both men and women), the 
levels of the hormone oxytocin surge to five times their normal 
level. This in turn releases endorphins, which relieve the pain of 
everything from headache to arthritis to even migraine.  
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Before you start: The ideal sex partner 

 
 

Even though the average person may certainly have an interest 
in sex; - their variation in sex drive, sexual inclinations and 
bedroom character can be an impediment if their sexual 
preferences supersedes their partner’s likeness or is a taboo 
and out of place desire to their partner. 

Normally, sexual intercourse involves two persons. And since 
that is the case, the level of satisfaction and the degree of 
contentment for both of them would depend importantly on 
how each one of the two individuals understands each other’s 
sexual preferences, and how well harmonize both of them can 
be in ensuring that sexual satisfaction and climax is mutually 
delivered.  

If you know yourself well from a sexual standpoint, then it is 
much easier for you to seek the mate with whom you wish to 
share yourself with under the sheets, with more confidence.  

Additionally, if you understand basic sexual impulses, and the 
needs and attitudes of your mate or your potential mate, you 
will certainly be in a better position to have a fulfilling and 
complete sexual union. 

Some might say that sex may not be the bricks in a marriage. 
But if it isn't, we would all agree that at least, it is the cement 
which holds those bricks together. And as insignificant as it 
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may seem, no brick wall or brick building can stand up without 
cement to hold the bricks together.  

Therefore, before you married into a lifetime of disappointing 
sex, it may be important that you carefully examine the type of 
cement (sexual personality) that may be ideal for you to hold 
your marriage or relationship together. 

While sexual traits varies and can be as extensive as the apples 
in a barrel, most people can be drafted into a set of established 
sexual personalities, as is discussed below; - 
 

 The Conscientious Personality 

This individual is generally particular about hygiene and 
orderliness. They have strong moral principles and would not 
tolerate many sex forms. They generally insist that things be 
done the right way and that women or men should not do 
certain things (outside of straight sex) in bed. 

Sexual intercourse is measured, and they are not willing to try 
new things or anything outside of conventional sex. 

Career and family is priority. Sexual intercourse is usually not 
more than two to three times a month.  
 

 Sensitive Personality 

This person can be very complex with disappointing mood 
swings. They care about what their partner thinks about them 
and prefer not to introduce new sex ideas into the relationship. 
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They may be reluctantly coerced into trying new things once or 
twice, but would conduct themselves in a shy manner and 
prefer to be discreet in their sexual experiments, if any at all. 

They are more self-restraint and do not want to be seen naked 
in the bedroom, as they are very sensitive about their physical 
appearance to the other party. 

This personality also tends to be uninterested in children and 
can become bitter and aggressive, because of their low self-
esteem as it relates to sex. 

Sexual intercourse is generally between two to five times a 
month, preferably in the nights (or in dark places) only.  
 

 Idiosyncratic Personality 

These individuals generally prefer to live alone, make decisions 
in their own interest and take care of themselves. They are 
always skeptical about people, and are not interested in 
children, marriage or a committed relationship. 

They may be very particular in selecting their sex partners, and 
can initially be very boring and inattentive towards sex.  Every 
sexual encounter requires cleanliness and appropriate 
protection, and preferably in their apartment or home. 

This type of individual can also be deceitful and manipulating 
of other people’s sexual emotions towards them, and prefers 
to conduct his/her relationships with the same group of people 
in total secrecy. 
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They may take a while to open up, but is not inclined to try 
anything new in bed outside of what they already know or 
what they prefer. 

They only care about themselves being sexually and monetarily 
satisfied and not the other person. They can be turned off 
easily and may not be ideal for long term sexual commitments. 

Sexual intercourse is usually discreet on an average of one to 
three times a month.  
 

 Melodramatic Personality 

This individual tends to exaggerate and pretend that they are 
sexually satisfied or would coerce you into believing that you 
are satisfied. 

They amplify their emotions and use multiple levels of 
romantic persuasions to drown-out any sexual flaws that may 
exist in the bedroom. 

They may pretend to be eager to try new things, but may later 
introduce various forms of excuses to have complex sex 
demands removed from the bedroom menu. 

Raising children and marriage may be interesting to them, but 
they can be very controlling over his/her partner’s sexual 
appetite and needs. 

They are generally harder to evaluate sooner in a relationship. 

Intercourse is usually between four to eight times per month. 
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 Naïve personality 

A person of this nature would generally be inexperience and 
can be a pain in the butt. 

They usually lack knowledge or common sense on how to 
satisfy their partner, and are not willing to try anything new 
outside of conventional sex, regardless of the circumstances. 

Orgasms are usually unattainable and sex can end abruptly if 
they are already contented or suddenly loss interest in their 
encounter during sexual intercourse. 

They may be disgruntled and often cry or appeared loss during 
sex because of emotional distress and loss of confidence in 
themself. 

Though it may not be satisfying, they are still usually willing to 
try sexual intercourse between five to fifteen times per month, 
or as much as the other partner wants them to.  
 

 Aggressive Personality 

Aggressive sex partners are just what the word say they are. 
They love sex and often prefer to take control every time the 
action starts in the bedroom. 

They are really wonderful sex mates, but not necessarily totally 
pleasing sex partners since the action ceases once they already 
gets an orgasm. Nonetheless, they would go the distance as 
long as their partner wants and can get noisily out of control. 

They would entertain sex in almost any part of the house and 
can turn the entire home upside down in the process. 
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Sexual intercourse can be between ten to twenty times per 
month.  
 

 Introverted Personality  

An introverted partner prefers to have you but not being 
physically involved with you regularly. 

These types of individuals masturbate often and prefer to use 
you as an aid to assist them in getting an orgasm during the 
masturbation process. 

Their sexual behavior can appear strange and uncomfortable, 
as they often prefer to have sex with you while you are asleep, 
drunk or is in a mildly conscious or high state. 

They are more inclined to get high first and use lots of sex toys 
on themselves. Otherwise they would prefer that you 
masturbates them to climax and satisfies yourself in whatever 
way you can, in the process. 

Sexual intercourse with their partner is somewhere between 
two and six times per month.  
 

 Adventurous Personality 

By all accounts, sexually adventurous persons make the best 
sex partners. 

They are always willing to try anything that would bring sexual 
pleasure for their partner, and would ensure that they find 
satisfaction in doing it, even if they doesn’t like it. 
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Sex positions in all its forms are fine with them, and they would 
practice oral and anal sex with you gracefully, even if they are 
not too inclined, and will not complain or desist until you are 
happy. 

Pleasing their man or woman is often their priority, as they are 
usually more understanding towards their partner even if that 
partner’s sex pattern is drastically altered or affected. 

An adventurous woman would screw her man or give him a 
good oral dose while he is driving the car, in the club 
washroom, in the office, and anywhere else with minimum 
concealment. 

These individuals loves sex and would not hold back on their 
performance wherever the action may be. 

Most adventurous personalities (not all of them) are also often 
open to risking sexual contact in public places, including, but 
not limited to; a thoroughfare, a nightclub, outdoor, and other 
places where public view may be possible, with some effort. 

Sexual intercourse is generally between twenty to forty times a 
month, or even more.  
 

 Mysterious Personality 

These individuals are outwardly shy, but are a mixture of an 
extroverted, aggressive and adventurous sex partner, on a 
milder scale. 

They reveal their sexual personality depending on the 
circumstances or the environment, and can change that 
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personality from one scale to the other, depending on their 
mood. 

Sexual experiences with them can seem different on each 
occasion, as they switch from personality to personality. 

While they may not be the best, they nonetheless make a very 
good sex partner. 

Sexual intercourse is usually between ten to fifteen times per 
month.  
 

 Exuberant Personality 

Partners with an Exuberant personality often seems weird but 
prefers bizarre sex acts such as anal penetration, painful sex, 
bondage, slave sex, imitation rape sex, violent sex, and 
humiliation sex in the most strangest of places. 

They usually prefers to express this form of sexual preference 
to individuals who are like-minded and who would not feel 
offended by their desires, which can often seem sexually 
degrading to the average person. 

Women with these personalities like the idea of strange large 
objects being inserted into their vagina, anus or mouth; - thus 
placing them in excruciating pain.  

On the other hand, men (in some cases) would have to tolerate 
their partner inserting dildos and other sex objects into the 
man’s anus, causing the woman to become sexually aroused by 
his sexual pain and suffering. 
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This sexual personality prefers to be discreet in their dealings 
and is often tolerant of individuals expressing aggressive 
lesbianism and homosexuality behavior. 

Sexual intercourse is usually somewhere between two to six 
times per month.  
 

 Inventive Personality  

This category of sex partner is somewhere between an 
Aggressive and a Melodramatic Personality. 

They are usually not so experienced, but do all that it takes to 
satisfy their partner, providing that the partner does not 
complain about the manner in which they delivers satisfaction. 

They tends to improvise on everything from oral sex to sexual 
positions, and would simply invent and implement sexually 
gratifying actions based upon their own interpretations and 
projections for making the other party satisfied. 

They do not support modern-sex a 100%, but would be willing 
to periodically deliver on other complimentary sex practices 
such as oral sex, and small scale fetishes. 

Sex with them can either be comical, enjoyable or 
disappointing at times. They nonetheless make acceptable 
sexual partners, and can improve on their sexual performance 
if you teach them a few sex moves. 

Intercourse is usually between five to twelve times per month.  
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 Leisurely Personality 

These individuals sees sex as a simple element of leisure, and 
would be willing to have sex and adjust to any individual or 
stranger depending on the circumstances. 

They are not easy to be pleased sexually, and regard sexual 
intercourse as a form of leisurely contact between two people. 

If they are embraced in the right environment, they would give 
into sex in under 5 minutes without being arouse, and even 
with a complete stranger.  

However even though they would be willing to mildly practice 
oral sex on whoever they encounter, they usually are not so 
open to other forms of sex (including fetishes and anal), and 
prefers to interact in common sex positions. 

These individuals are very sly, and do not necessarily commit 
themselves to long term relationships. 

Sexual intercourse with them can occur almost anywhere with 
the least of privacy, and averages about three to twenty times 
per month.  
 

 Mercurial Personality 

This class of sexual personality is probably the best for both 
pleasure and relationship commitment. 

This personality is somewhat adventurous, mildly mysterious, 
and open-minded, thus offers more sexual enjoyment in a 
relationship. 
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They love good sex, but prefer to be sexually involved with 
someone with whom they have some sort of serious 
relationship or is romantically involved with. In other words, 
they prefer to be committed to one partner only. 

Sexual gratification of their partner is always important to 
them, likewise equal gratification for them. However, they are 
usually initially shy in the bedroom, and would have to feel 
comfortable with the person they are interacting with over a 
period of time, before they become more sexually enthusiastic. 

Once open up, they would extend more to their partner during 
sex and would not necessarily expect their partner to return 
the exact favours to them. They are always willing to 
experience and experiment with other forms of sex, in a time 
progressive manner. 

Overall, this may be the ideal personality to stick with if you 
want both sexual satisfaction and a stable marriage.  

Sexual intercourse can average between fifteen to thirty times 
per month. 

As mentioned before, while the above may not be a complete 
list of sexual personalities, they nonetheless accounts for at 
least 90% of the entire sex population. 

But, regardless of your choice of sexual partner and your 
perceived sexual personality, sex can still be a good encounter 
if the partner even shows some degree of tolerance. 

Nonetheless, assuming that you find the ideal sex partner and 
is ready to learn some more, lets move to the next phase of this 
book, which is: How to prepare for some good sex. 
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Before you start: Preparing for Good sex 

 
 

The last thing any proper man would want to encounter when 
he is about to have sex is a smelly vagina and a sweaty, foul 
scented girl sprawling before him. His cock might just go dead 
in an instant. 

It is embarrassing when a man pulls down a girl’s underwear 
and realizes that it is full with repeated vaginal discharge stains 
from last week and the week before because she doesn’t wash 
herself and her underwear properly.   

No decent man would have any good thoughts about a woman 
like that, and would scorn to have her in a bedroom again. 

Similarly, a sexually charged woman would hate to know that 
as soon as she holds on to a man’s penis and pull back its 
foreskin to give him a tripping suck cock, the stink scent of 
discharge cream is hovering from its head, or the scent of shit 
emanates from between his legs and pubic area. Yuk! 

If you don’t know it, a person lacking in proper hygiene can be 
a total turn off, and a spoiler for good bedroom fun. From a 
horrible breath to a sticky skin, and foul smelling pubic area, 
some people just don’t seem to be taking their sexual hygiene 
seriously. 

We knows that in some instances, it is not possible for us to 
contemplate whether we are going to have sex today or 
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tomorrow for sure, but in most cases we do, since most 
individuals tends to make pre-arrangements when it comes to 
sexual contact. 

What kind of wife stays stink all day, and not preparing her 
pussy just in case the husband rushes home after work, takes a 
shower and needs to deal with her case? 

What kind of girlfriends does not shower since morning, and 
sits around all day with a stink crotch, knowing that her man is 
at home today and may wish to pounce on her pussy at any 
time? 

Regardless of the many lame-ass excuses that some women or 
men may find, certain sanitary precautions’ must be adhere to 
by both partners so as to prevent any potential infections as 
well as to avoid any embarrassment when you are about to 
indulge in a romp on the bed. 

In long term relationships, it would be good for both parties to 
discuss sexual hygiene, and don’t get upset at unhygienic 
observations made by either partner, about the other. 

But in cases where you are having a first, second or third time 
encounter, and the conversations are not so open as yet, it is 
necessary that you do all that it takes to ensure that you smells 
and taste good enough for the man or woman to come back 
and pound you again. After all, he would not tell you plain and 
straight that you have a stink pussy. He would just keep giving 
you excuses until he disappears from your sex life all together. 

Overall, if you want to ensure that your partner’s sexual 
interaction with you is just as good as your sexual personality, 
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then there are added things that you must consider so as to 
make that encounter a pleasurable and appealing one. 

So let’s hope that you adhere to the following instructions. 
Because if you do, these practices can work wonders for you in 
the bedroom; 
 

 Shower yourself properly 

In all instances it is always better to shower yourself properly, 
and pay keen attention to your armpits, your pubic area and 
between your legs. 

When showering, take a moment to properly wash your entire 
body with plain water first, and do not use any soap or shower 
gels during this initial process. 

After you have a feeling that much sweat, sticky stuff and slimy 
elements have been rubbed off from your skin, vagina and 
anus, you may then proceed to use soap on your body. 

The truth is that simply soaking your skin and rubbing soap on 
it does not necessarily cleanse the skin of the dirt and excess 
bacteria that it has accumulated. Therefore, it is always best to 
rub yourself off vigorously with some plain water first, then 
proceed to use soap. If not, you may certainly end up with a 
stinky-sweet smell between your legs and pussy (which you 
may not smell but your sex partner will). 

During shower, women should properly wash their outer 
genital areas and anus. This will certainly help in the 
prevention of yeast infections as well as eliminating bad odour. 
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However, women must not flush their pussy vigorously or lace 
it with any scented liquids since this can affect the pH balance 
of the vagina and can make her susceptible to vaginal 
infections.  This would also lead right back to the same stinky 
scent that you are trying to rid your pussy of in the first place, 
and possible transfer of infection to your man’s cock. 

Additionally, you should ensure that you softly pat dry your 
pussy and do not try rubbing it roughly with a towel. 

On the other hand, men must properly clean their cock by 
starting at the head of the penis, since (in mostly circumcise 
men) the cock head can come in direct contact with sweat and 
bacteria. This can easily find its way into a woman’s vagina 
during sex and later provoke a foul smelling yeast infection. 

Uncircumcised men should pull back your foreskin as far back 
as possible without causing much discomfort. This will expose 
both of the penis glans which needs to be gently cleaned with 
some lukewarm water. 

On the glans and the inner side of the foreskin there is usually 
a white substance called smegma; - which is a combination of 
dead skin cells, oils, body fluids and bacteria, that lodges itself 
around the rim of the cock head. 
The presence of Smegma can cause infections and foul smell, 
and can be a turn off or tongue discomfort for a woman who 
may be giving the man a heads.  This can also leads to a yeast 
infection once the dirty cock is inserted into a woman’s vagina.  

Therefore, men should wash their cock properly and ensure 
that it stays clean, both before and after the sexual act to 
prevent infections on themselves or their partner. 
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 Change from sweaty underwear and clothing 

Coming home from work, shopping or an errand, and then 
choosing to remain in your sweaty clothes and underwear is 
definitely unhealthy.  

Even if your sweat drenched underwear or clothes have dried, 
they can still cause a foul odour to emanate from your pores 
and even your vagina or pubic area, which can become 
uncomfortably intensified in its scent during intercourse. 

Additionally, a sweaty underwear still poses great risk since 
bacteria and yeast flourish wonderfully in sweat, which can 
then lead to a urinary tract infection or yeast infection. 

Sweat and streaming dirt can also block the skin pores around 
the pubic area and cause folliculitus, which is an inflammation 
and infection of the hair follicles around the pussy, and 
subsequent infection of the outer vagina once the sweat 
streams unto your panty liners or underwear. 

Therefore, simply put, if you are anticipating sex immediately 
after tedious housework, an errand or sweaty journey; - you 
should try to ensure that your clothing is loosen up as quickly 
as possible thereafter, and if possible, remove your underwear 
for a little while, or change it all together. 

Another option will be to simply rush in the bathroom and give 
your pussy a good wash in preparation for your man waiting at 
home. However, I would advise you to be cautious about doing 
this as soon as you get home or even a little while thereafter. 

Because, your man might believe that the pussy went cheating 
and you are simply choosing to freshen it up from that. Ha! Ha! 
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 Armpit and Pubic hair cleanliness 

Your sweat glands under your armpit dispenses more foul odor 
than any other part of the body. Therefore, it would become 
quickly inundated with discomforting odor prior to and during 
sex. As such, you should ensure that it is properly shaved and 
deodorize prior to sex. 

Similarly, you should ensure that your pussy (or pubic area) is 
well shaved for a few good reasons. A shaved pubic area gives 
your pussy a nice hygienic appearance and also reduces itching 
and bad odour. 

After all, it is not only embarrassing to have your vagina 
drowned out by a jungle covering your crotch, but disgraceful 
to have a pubic farm that is growing infections, while creating a 
bursting fountain of foul scent.   

In essence, your pubic area is not properly exposed to fresh air 
and as such, it technically becomes a boiling pot for infections 
since heat and sweat makes the ideal breeding ingredients for 
bacteria. 

So, please ensure that you take some time-off to keep your 
arm-pit, male pubic and the pussy area, shaved and/or clean.  
 

 Deal with the washroom early 

It can really be a turn-off if you have to suddenly shove your 
man off of you or spring off of his cock so that you can get to 
the washroom quickly to urinate or defecate, so as to avoid 
spewing on yourself. 
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So, ladies, if you feel like you wants to urinate prior to the 
action or even during foreplay, nicely ask for an excuse and 
ensure that you empty your bladder or defecate then wipe and 
wash your anus properly. 

Never hold on to the urge of going to the washroom to urinate, 
especially before sex. Urinating would help your bladder to get 
rid of bacteria and toxins that thrive in the urinary tract.  

Delaying urination can accelerate the breeding of bacteria 
which leads to infections of a woman’s urethra (and vagina), or 
your partner’s cock. 

So again, it is good for both male and female to consider the 
washroom before they get into action. The washroom can also 
facilitate the woman’s needs to probably give her sweaty pussy 
a quick rinse, and the man’s cock; a refreshed clean for an 
impending dose of oral sex.  
 

 Clean your mouth 

The mouth is generally the first fluid flowing body organ of 
contact between two people who are about to engage in 
sexual intercourse. 

It will be a turn off to be greeted by a mouth that smells like 
overnight shit, or a mouth that is slimy and filled with stuck 
food. 

It is always advisable to brush your teeth again prior to going 
on a sex escapade or use a mouthwash before interfacing with 
your partner. 
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A nice breath and clean mouth would trigger some real cool 
and erotic kisses, which in turn would heat up the moment in 
preparation for good sex.  
 

 Clean fingernails and insertion toys 

Fingering a woman prior to sex is one of the most arousing and 
sexually charged things a man can do, … if he does it properly. 

But if you plan to use sex toys, fondle yourself or let your man 
fondling the pussy, please ensure that the toys are washed and 
clean, and your man’s fingers (and finger nails) are really clean. 

While women take their time-off to get a regular manicure, 
caring their nails, and keeping it clean, men do not put that 
much effort into it, even though their nails would have become 
unclean and clogged with infectious dirt from hard work, etc. 

Most men have a culture of not focusing much care on their 
nails, and would often leave its hygienic requirements in a 
neglected state. As such, a single finger nail of man can 
harbour more bacteria and germs than the rest of his entire 
body and your body combined. 

And if you allows him to insert a dirty, bacteria infested finger 
nail into your pussy, he might instead be inserting a good those 
of these bad organisms which can later give you a good dose of 
yeast infection and a heavy foul smelling vagina. 

Therefore, you should ensure that his fingers are cleaned, or 
nicely ask him to wash his hands and under his nails properly 
because you won’t want the fun to be regretted a week or so 
later.  
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Before you start: Pre-sex safety practices 

 
 

While you can do your best to ensure that the hygienic 
requirements are in place for good sex, there are some other 
things that you need to silently consider before you actually 
get into action. 

These things can have long term impact on your life, your 
safety and general well, being, primarily if you are indulging 
with multiple sex partners or is dealing outside of a committed 
relationship (or marriage).  

These recommendations are as follows; 

1 – Do not carelessly agree to have sex (including oral) 
without a condom unless the person you are having sex with is 
your husband/ wife or partner in a long term committed 
relationship. Because in reality, people are not often as 
innocent as they may appear to be. 

It is usually hard, if not almost impossible to ask a partner to 
nicely agree to a mutual HIV and other STD’s tests. They would 
usually accuse you of not trusting them, or even you in reality 
may be afraid of a test. But I don’t see why any decent man or 
woman would disagree to a HIV test. 

That aside, some people subconsciously builds trust in the 
other partner, after having sexual intercourse two or three 
times, or after being persuaded otherwise. But as the saying 
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goes; - It is up to you decide if you want to spend one moment 
of pleasure for a lifetime of horror. 

In other cases, a HIV and/ or STD test would not had been 
practically possible immediately prior to your sexual 
engagement. 

Condoms can also prevent unwanted pregnancies and a long 
list of other sexually transmitted diseases. 

Additionally, do not perform oral sex if either partner has 
sores inside the mouth or near the genitals as this can lead to 
infections, or be a sign of an existing infection. 

2 – Do not agree to excess sexual positions, oral sex, and anal 
sex in premature relationships if you are not comfortable. 
However, this can be problematic if you are against this in a 
long term relationship or marriage. You would somehow have 
to work this out with your partner. 

In other instances, most people even in one-night stands would 
not feel sexually complete if oral sex is not given or received. 

3 – Be careful with what you are given to eat or drink. One of 
the risks involved in seeking sex outside of a committed 
relationship can mean being silently given inducement drugs in 
your drink and food, etc. to do things that you would not had 
normally wanted to do during sex. 

 It might therefore be a good idea to avoid alcoholic beverages 
or other consumption offers if you are about to have sex with 
an unsteady partner or someone with whom you are involved 
in a premature relationship, including first timers. 
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4 – Ensure that your partner understands your sexual needs 
and preferences before agreeing to romp with him or her in 
bed. After all, you would not want your experience to turn into 
a date rape of your anal, etc., if an animalistic man felt that you 
are being too uptight. 

Therefore, make your sexual preference very clear, before you 
indulge especially in first time encounters. 

5 – Do not allow yourself to be photograph or recorded in the 
nude or in any sex positions by your partner, especially in 
premature relationships, under any circumstances. 

It can take less than five minutes for someone to post a nude 
photo of you on the internet or share it with other people who 
can bring you a lifetime of embarrassment, if the photo is 
abused or redistributed without your permission. 

You should also be mindful of your partner’s insistence on you 
having sex in one particular place or environments that can 
compromise your privacy. 

While this precaution may sit well with younger relationships, 
married couples and those in long term relationships tends to 
allow photography for their own private perusal. In such a 
case, please ensure that you have 100% trusts in your partner 
to even entertain such an idea. 

After all, while it may seem like a cool thing now, it can turn 
out to be a very much regrettable idea later. 

Anyway, assuming that all of the prior advises in this book is 
adhered to, then it is time to move on to the next item. 
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Before you start: Analyze & know your partner 

 
 

You might be getting ready for an exciting sexual encounter, 
and have so many exciting things in mind. However, it does not 
necessarily mean that the person that you are about to have a 
good time with shares the same sexual interest and preference 
as you. 

This in itself can bring a sexual encounter to an abrupt end or 
can create an atmosphere of disappointment within the minds 
of either partner at the end of it all. 

But this is usually as a result of the fact that both parties went 
into action expecting one thing and becomes disenchanted 
when they receives something else.  

This can give a woman or man a bad name when it comes to 
sex, and creates a loss of confidence in the affected party. 

Therefore, to avoid this misunderstanding, it is better for you 
try to understand and analyze the sexual preference of the 
person that you are about to become sexually involved with. 

For example, some men see oral sex as a nasty practice and 
way out or morality. So when a girl decides to go down on him, 
he would be like “what the f**k is wrong with this young lady”. 
In the same way, a man who is not into giving a woman oral 
sex would find it really disrespecting for his partner to be 
asking him to go down on her pussy. 
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Then there are cases, where some people hate kissing, while 
some women feel incomplete without a dose of anal sex to 
conclude the action. 

For other men, the sexual encounter would never be enjoyable 
unless his girl give him a good dose of oral sex or jerk his cock 
off for a few minutes. 

And if we are to recollect the variations of sexual preferences 
that were mentioned earlier in this book, you might be able to 
start realizing the complexities that can mar a sexual encounter 
or even cause relationships to fall apart.  

However, in many cases, people are afraid to ask their partner 
their sexual preferences. While in some cases, some women 
grows into the relationship with it, or an experience partner 
may start to figure it out, you may often have to discuss your 
partner’s sexual interest so as to ensure that things does not 
go wrong in the bedroom. 

However discussions of this nature can be a turn off topic for 
some women. Hence, I would suggest that you simply just let 
her know how you perceive yourself sexually or your sexual 
interests, while pretending to be tolerant for a partner who 
may not wish to indulge in your preferences. She might start to 
feel comfortable sharing her views this way. 

And while you are talking about it, though mildly, you should 
look on her face for any signs and/or reaction which would be 
able to tell you her sexual tolerances, and probably the erotic 
things that she despises. 
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However, regardless of what you do, no woman wants a man 
to go asking them for anal sex on the first date, or some other 
extra kinky stuff that is more reserved for people who are 
deeply involved or knows each other well. 
Similarly, no man wants a woman to be burdening him down 
with her problems or shaking down his pocket prior to his first 
sexual encounter with her. 
So, in conclusion, it’s all up to you to use your personal wits 
and analyze the erotic preferences of the partner that you are 
about become sexually entangled with. 

On the other hand, while knowing your partner’s preferences 
can certainly help to make your sexual interaction an enjoyable 
one, there is another element that can create an equally 
amount of trouble, since some people cannot have sex or enjoy 
sex without it. 
This sexual element is called Fetishes; - which we will discuss in 
the next chapter of this book. 
 
 

 
Dealing with fetishes, and toys 

 
 

For those who don’t know what is meant by the word “fetish”; 
- Sexual fetish is the term use to describe any situation or 
object that can cause a person to become sexually arouse. 
For example, a person can become turned-on (or aroused) if 
they see someone defecating, or in pain, crying or is bleeding. 
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In another case, a woman might get a fetish from see another 
woman being sexed, hearing the sounds of a sexual sound, 
seeing a gun, or being beaten (physically assaulted). 
 
Similarly some people cannot have sex with someone unless 
they are dressed in a particular uniform or type of clothing 
such as; - nurses uniform, military uniform, college girl outfit, 
school uniform, sports player uniform, etc. This is also called a 
fetish because the person cannot become sexually aroused 
unless they themselves, or the person that they are having sex 
with, is attired in a costume imitation or the actual type of 
uniform of a particular trade or personality. 
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A great deal of people cannot get sexually aroused that easily 
or get an orgasm unless they are induced by their fetish or is 
able to imagine it during foreplay or sex. 
 
A fetishist is a person who requires satisfaction outside of the 
usual sexual circle, and which may seem characteristically 
abnormal to someone who is not a fetishist. 
 
I can personally recall about eight separate instances; - two in 
which the respective woman insist that I hit her repeatedly 
with an object so that they can become sexually aroused; three 
cases of girls asking you to imitate sexually abusing them; one 
case where a girl insist that I call her dirty names (such as 
wh*re, b*tch, etc.) in front of her friend before sex; one where 
the girl ask to be stripped in front of two other girls and be 
screwed right there; and another case where a girl would 
usually take off all of her clothes and become wildly aroused in 
less than two minutes once I invites her into a particular model 
of car that has authentic leather seating which in itself was her 
fetish trigger. 
 
I was very reluctant, and never really put my real efforts into 
most of these occurrences, since it all seemed really f**king 
weird to me back in those times.  
However, I subsequently learnt that all of those women have 
fetishes, and they later admitted to me that that was the case.   
 
Today, I guess I can probably understand someone who is into 
fetishism, since I had received some proper tutoring on the 
subject matter over the years, and as such, have a more open 
understanding of people of that nature. 
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But for those of you who had never really had any encounter 
with a fetishist, I hope I can counsel your mindset from among 
the pages of this book, so that you may better understand 
fetishism, and do not get startled when they tells you what 
turns them on. 
 
Anyway, not all persons have fetishes, and those who don’t 
have any may find it difficult most of the times to make an 
erotically fetish partner easily arouse, and by extension, might 
not be able to sexually satisfy them, in totality. 
 
So before you even hit the bedroom, this might be another 
area that you may wish to query from your partner, or let them 
know if you have any fetishes that may require definite or 
indefinite input from them to sexually stimulate you. 
Otherwise, it would be a sexual union that is shadowed with 
disappointments and complaints, thereafter. 
Some people are also too embarrassed to discuss their erotic 
fetishes, and as such, they may become sexually withdrawn, 
and disinterested in a normal sexual relationship with their 
partner and/ or unresponsive to their partner’s sexual needs. 
 
Others usually feel that something is mentally or spiritually 
wrong with them; and as a result, they become uninterested in 
a relationship or marriage for fear of being misunderstood. 
But even though Fetishism is psychological, it doesn’t mean 
that anything is mentally wrong with a person who has a fetish. 
 
And, while someone’s erotic fetish can be almost anything 
ranging from being beaten first, to seeing blood flowing from 
their skin, the most common fetishes that people have are; - 
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 Voyeurism and Exhibitionism 
This is a case where an individual must be hearing, peeping or 
looking at other people having sex, in order for them to have 
sexual intercourse with their partner.  
In most cases a porn movie must be actively in sight while the 
person is having sex. This is the only way they can become 
aroused enough to satisfy their partner and themselves or to 
have an orgasm. This is primarily called Voyeurism. 
 
In other cases, the individual cannot become sexually aroused 
unless they are being sexed in front of other people, in front of 
a running camera, or in a public place where other people are 
looking at them, or can catch them in the act. This is called 
Exhibitionism, and is probably the most common form of 
fetishism, along with voyeurism. 
 
 Golden showers 
As strange as this may sound, there are a lot of women and 
men who cannot become sexually aroused unless their partner 
insults and urinate on them, or defecate on them. 
 
 Body piercing 
Some people can only become sexually arouse if the other 
person is wearing body piercing or if they can be focused on an 
image with body piercing. 
 

For men, an image of a girl with a piercing on their tongue, 
belly button, breast nipples or clit may be sufficient to make 
them sexually arouse. 
For some women, the sight of a guy with double ear piercing, 
nose piercing, piercing on his chest nipples or his tongue, 
would be enough to arouse her sexually. 
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 Feet and hands 
A large number of persons love to have their feet, toes and 
hands licked or love to lick the feet, toes, and hands of their 
partners so that they can become sexually aroused. 
 
 Pony tails and Pig tails 
Men who have a craving for much younger women can express 
the need for this type of fetish.  
In order for them to become sexually arouse their partner 
must have the pony tail or pigtail style that is reminiscent of 
80’s college-girls, who are known to sport this sort of hairstyle, 
supposedly whenever they expressing an interest in sex. 
As I had explained before, the above is less than a fraction of 
the volume of fetishes people have as it relates to sexual 
arousal. 
 
Some fetishes are so bizarre and sick that not even your love for 
the individual can make you stay in such a relationship. 
 
In reality, most people may find it difficult to accommodate 
such sexual fantasies, while others may be able to adapt to 
them somewhat and live out their sex lives gracefully with their 
fetishism partners. 
 
But whatever your decisions may be in this regard, I sincerely 
urge you to ensure that you or your fetishist understands each 
other, or avoid each other if theirs or your fetish is intolerable.  
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Pre-sex environmental factors 

 
 

I know you may find my sexual pre-requisites too long and 
probably boring, but again, there are some other things that 
you should ensure is in order (though not every time) before 
you remove your underwear. 

And depend upon where you are or the level of your 
relationship, you may want to consider the environment in 
which you or your partner may want to have sex. 

Some people don’t care who sees them going into your 
bedroom, who hear them moaning with pleasure or who is 
making noise on the other side of the wall. 

But there are others who prefer a high degree of privacy, in 
addition those who want to keep their bedroom sounds in the 
bedroom alone. 

Some people cannot deal with having sex in environments 
where your kids may be, your relatives may be or your friends 
may be strolling around with knowledge of what you are doing. 

Imagine your partner screwing you loudly and your mom, and 
the rest of the family is sitting in the living room pretending to 
be watching TV, and hearing you moaning with pleasure. For 
sure, most people certainly won’t find any pleasure in that. 
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For the average person, the wrong environment may cause 
them perform mutedly or offer you some sloppy sex instead. 

You generally won’t get maximum sexual performance from 
them, or even you yourself may not be able to express your 
sexual class as you would have wanted to.  

This can result in sending the wrong message about each 
other’s sexual capabilities. 
 
So as insignificant as this may sounds, it is important that you 
consider the environment in which you may have to sexually 
engage your partner, or in which your partner may have to 
engage you.  
 

And if this is an issue, you should ensure that this is discussed 
with your partner or you must be prepared to make 
appropriate adjustments so as not to spoil the moment. 

 

 
Appearance and lingerie 

 
 

Last but not least; - Seeing a woman in a depressed state or 
with an old-granny underwear can be a total turn-off when 
gearing up for sex. 
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Similarly, a guy with an old stretched-out shorts and unkempt, 
nauseating looking hair line can be a sexual turn off for a 
woman. 

You may not have the best lingerie, but ladies please know that 
it is always sexy to put on a nice clean erotically enticed 
underwear. It is also very good to let your man notice how 
beautiful you look in it. 

Additionally, whenever you are certain that sex is on the table, 
please try to avoid bras and tops that is going to take a whole 
hour of struggling to take off. 

It might just be best to sport a top with no bra, and let those 
breast nipples point him in the face, and tease him up for what 
is to come.  

Sexy lingerie is good, but do not over-do it, and appear as if 
you are deliberately trying to impress him, you might be 
surprised to know that you might just turn him off instead. 

So just be yourself, and select a modest and appropriate piece 
of lingerie depending on your sex mood. 
 

 
Enticement: Sex, alcohol and drugs 

 
 

We are getting into some action shortly, of course after 
foreplay, but as a matter of important, I would love to briefly 
discuss sex, alcohol and drugs with you first. 
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While foreplay usually puts most people in the mood for sex, 
and others by fetishes, a large number of mostly women 
cannot become interested in sex unless they are intoxicated or 
is high on some sort of stimulant such as ecstasy, alcohol, 
cocaine or other drugs. 

 

While I strongly advised against the use of cocaine, marijuana, 
fantasy drugs, ecstasy and other similarly psychopathic, very 
mild alcohol consumption can indeed work as a soothing 
stimulant, when getting into the bedroom. But generally, sex, 
alcohol and drugs are not a good combination!  

Being under the influence of alcohol or drugs will make it 
harder for you to recall your values and limits in terms of sex 
and will make it harder to ensure that your partner respects 
what you want.  
In other words; - some men tends to sexually abuse and 
disrespect women during intercourse, if the man recognizes 
that the woman is intoxicated or is high on some sort of drug; 
and as such, cause her to do things that she would not had 
normally done. 
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People who are intoxicated or high on drugs are also more 
likely to make poor sexual judgment, thus engage in 
unprotected sex, amongst other things, with sometimes the 
least of desirable of partners. 

That aside, an intoxicated woman would not remember every 
detail about what happened with her in the bedroom the night 
before, and may face long term humiliation as a result. 

Sex is something you want to take pleasure in and recall in 
detail; hence waking up the next day without really knowing 
what happened may be a very foolish thing for a woman to do. 

However, exceptions on getting high can be made in cases 
where the woman is married or is in a solid long term and 
trusted relationship with the partner that she seeks to have sex 
with while intoxicated. 

On the other hand, while alcohol and some drugs can make it 
difficult for some men to maintain an erection or become 
aroused, it can cause others to have an extended erection; - 
but an uncontrollable and miserable sexual encounter that can 
often leave their partner unsatisfied and uninterested. 

In essence, most decent women won’t want to be having sex 
with a drunkard. They need their man to feel them, and 
connect with them in a sane and romantic manner. 

So, while you are at it, please decide whether you and your 
partner would over-consume some beers or weed, for a 
wasted drunkard sex fest, or you would prefer to take it more 
mildly (maybe with a trifling drink) for a gratifying evening of 
sexual intercourse that both of you would still enjoy. 
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Getting into the mood: foreplay

 
 

 

Now, assuming that all is intact, it is almost time to have some 
good sex. But before you can do that, and assuming that your 
partner is in place, there are certain sexual pre-requisites that 
you must perform in order to ensure that your partner is well 
fired-up for the waist work that is to follow. That pre-requisite 
is called fore-play.  
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When done right, participating in foreplay builds trust and 
arousal, both of which are necessary for moving on to sexual 
intercourse and ultimately, orgasm. 

Usually, most men would be ready to have sex almost in an 
instant, or with some mild foreplay, except for those who have 
fetishes. 

However, the situation is completely different with women. 
While most women can similarly adjust themselves to be 
sexually arouse at short notice, they usually prefer more 
"warming up" if you really want to get them 100% ready for 
sex, both mentally and physically.  

Rushing your tongue for a woman's breasts, or hastening your 
hands to her crotch or other highly erogenous areas is not 
necessarily a good start.  
Though some women prefer this at times, it can make you 
appear selfish, immature, uncaring and greedy for a little sex, 
unless she was already aroused enough to ignore your 
manners. 
In other words, it is more erotically sensual and sweeter for a 
man to take his time and indulge his woman, and gradually 
firing her up so hot that she must become sexually insane and 
desperate for some good sex. 

Most women appreciate men who want to make sure they're 
satisfied. And satisfaction starts with proper foreplay. 

So if a guy really wants to better satisfy a woman in the 
bedroom, then he should definitely sharpen his foreplay skills, 
as is advised hereafter. 
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 Foreplay for her 

Assuming that she is already in the bedroom, sit next to her 
and slowly cuddle her. If she is standing, look her in the eyes 
and gently slide one of your hands on the side of her face 
romantically, as you walk directly behind her. 

Once she is cuddled or you are standing behind her, gentle 
wrap your hands around her hips, smell her neck and whisper 
how erotically sensual she smells. 

Let her know how beautiful and sexy she looks, and how 
sexually fired up she has made you feel. 

Of course it is always best to be honest about the things you 
express to her about her appearance and scent, because some 
women can get turned off if they misconceive that you are 
being totally sarcastic, or is simply cooking up a lie to seduce 
her 

Anyway, once she is relaxed, you can continue by stepping up 
your talk a little more dirty to her as you began to caress her 
legs and get a little more physical in your interactions. 

As a warm-up to the main event, start by massaging the length 
of her legs, from her upper thighs down to her ankles. Then 
focus on the feet, kneading her heels and all other points 
beneath. If she is into a foot fetish, and her unsullied 
cleanliness heartens you to suck her toes, then go ahead and 
have her in ecstasy. 

Most women sustain their erotic pleasure from frequent, 
passionate kissing. So the next good move would be to 
embrace her lips with yours, feel out her kissing preference, 
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and share some wild and naughty kissing with her, as you 
began to have your hands passing intermittently by her crotch 
and the other on her breast. 

You can then kiss her on the neck and lips interchangeably, as 
often as she would allow, then gentle start removing her 
clothing. 

Once her clothing is off or half way off, you should take control 
of her breast as you suck between the whole thing and nibbling 
gently on the nipples.  

Again, every woman is different when it comes to sexual 
stimulation from their breast. So the best idea is to experiment 
and find what your partner enjoys the most. You will need to 
figure whether it’s the Kissing, licking, sucking, pinching or 
nibbling of the breasts. 

Assuming that you figured which breast action she prefers, and 
you are busy on it, you can simultaneously proceed to place 
your hands in her panties and massage her vagina gently and 
romantically. 

This is the stage at which you would start to engage her in 
stimulation of her vagina, commonly known as “fingering”. 

Almost all women loved to be fingered by their partner during 
foreplay, but there are others who are definitely not up to the 
idea. So as you start to slowly massage her vagina, she may be 
responsive in a positive or negative way. 

Once you figured that she is receptive to the idea (usually a 
moan, groan or deep sigh as you began to rub her pussy is 
sufficient sign that she is into it). 
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Fingering the vagina can create some enjoyable arousal for a 
woman, if it is done correctly. 

To do it correctly, the man should begin by gently tracing the 
labia lining, stopping intermittently to put light pressure on the 
clitoral hood in a mild, short circular fashion.  

Work your way slowly inside of her pussy lips, exposing it a 
little at a time, until you began to enter her very slow and 
romantically with one finger.  

As she opens up, slowly increase the debt of your finger in her 
pussy. Be sure to let her set the pace. If she is moaning with 
pleasure, and her pussy feels heavily self-lubricated, it may 
mean that she is ready for more. You can then add a second 
finger gently around the rim of her clitoris, while the other 
finger remains directly deep down in her pussy. 

Please be mindful that the clitoris is 
sensitive, and improper fingering can 
cause her experience to be painful. 
Therefore, you should only be touching 
the clitoris on and off, and not rubbing it 
down like a mad man all the time. 

By now, you should be somewhere 
between eight to twelve minutes of 

foreplay, depending on the pace at which you had applied the 
earlier recommendations. 

To bring the foreplay to its climax, and firing her up for some 
good sex, you should then move on to the next (optional) 
phase, which is oral sex. 
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 How to give your woman oral sex 

Not all men are into giving oral sex to their women and not all 
women, are into allowing their man to do it. 

But assuming that oral sex is on the menu, I guess we can roll 
on with the tips for adding oral sex to the foreplay action 
scenario. 

 

Oral sex is the last hurdle in the foreplay process. So another 5 
or 6 minutes on her vagina and you’re good to go. 
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To give her a proper dose of oral sex; - Start by teasing outside 
her pussy (lower pubic area) with your tongue in a long circular 
licking format. 

Move onto her inner pussy lips (labia minora); – Gently kissing 
and licking her inner lips and slowly spread them, again licking 
from the base to the top, ending up on the clitoris. 

Go to town on her clitoris; – Every woman is different, so you 
would have to quickly figure out the order in which she likes 
this to be done.  

However it’s a good start to begin licking the clitoris with the 
tip of your tongue, going up, down, back and forth. You can 
also gently suck the clit and kiss it, thus giving her a tease of 
everything. 

Read her body language;  – Always read her body language to 
see what she likes, if she’s groaning and pulling your head 
towards her, then keep doing what you’re doing. If she’s saying 
“ouch” and pushing you away, move onto something else or 
take things a little slower. 

If her pussy begins to feel swelling or is jerking rapidly, that 
means she is about to get an orgasm. And in which case, you 
should remove your mouth and quickly replace it with your 
fingering rapidly rubbing the clitoris, but in a gentle way.  

If she orgasms during foreplay (which she more than likely 
will), you should wait about five seconds then blow some air 
lightly on her clitoris for about 15 seconds), to stimulate it a 
little more, and rebuild her urge to want a go for another 
orgasm; - but by your cock this time. 
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 Foreplay for him 

While foreplay between both partners can be done 
interchangeably, I had choose to explain them separately, so 
that each partner can have an individual insight on how to do 
what to whom. 

Anyway, foreplay requirements for men are much more limited 
than women. In other words, the woman does not have to do 
much to put him in the mood for hot sex. 

In almost all, instances, the foreplay peak and preference for 
men is receiving oral sex from his woman. 

Some women are resistive of oral sex and blow jobs and don’t 
like the idea of putting their partner’s penis in their mouth, 
hence it's not for everyone, since the idea is for both partners 
to get turned on from the experience. 

Nonetheless, don’t be selfish ladies; - Blow jobs should be a 
pleasure for both of you, knowing you're turning him on is a 
turn on in itself. 

Most men love oral sex. Some men even prefer a blow job 
above vaginal sex. Hence, since oral sex is such a big deal for 
men, then women ought to be guided here on how to do it 
well. 

How to give your man oral sex: 

In all instances, oral sex should imitate the movements of full 
sex penetration, as if the man’s penis was being worked by 
your vagina, which is animatedly locking itself around the cock. 
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First you should start by 
romantically rubbing his cock 
with one hand (and his scrotum 
with the other) just for about 
ten seconds, then intermittently 
lick your tongue on his cock 
head or swirl it around the edge 
of the cock head for another 
fifteen seconds, as you tease 
him into further stimulation. 
Remember to keep one hand 

holding the base of the cock as you do this. 

The reason for using your hands first is to make a double check 
on the cock and around the edge of the cock head for any 
feeling of residue or test to ensure that it is clean and smooth. 
This should also involve a brief romantic squeeze from the base 
upwards to the head, and a quick thumb touch to feel if there is 
any liquid from a potential STD; - in which case, the whole oral 
exercise might have to be paused and investigated for safety 
sake. 

Anyway, assuming that your brief hygiene check of his cock is 
fine, you simply continue the action by slowly licking your 
tongue along the sides of the cock in a up and down fashion for 
another fifteen seconds; - at which time you can suddenly slip 
his cock head into your mouth (not the whole thing yet). 

As his cock head is in your mouth, place your tongue in a 
swirling fashion and wrap it vigorously as if you really want it 
deeper. Then take it all in when he least expects you to. 
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After a few seconds and a proper build-up of saliva in your 
mouth, you can happily suck up and down his shaft mimicking 
the thrusting motion of penetration, taking care not to graze 
his cock too hard with your teeth. Some men love the teeth to 
mildly rub on the cock as if you were brushing it, while others 
despise it. So you would have to figure out what your man 
prefers. 

As you perform the act, don’t operate like a robot; - a man 
hates it. He wants to know that you're enjoying it as much as 
him, hence give him some romantic moans and vary your 
rhythm, speed and intensity, depending on his periodic 
responses.  

As you keep sucking his cock, try caressing his testicles gently 
and then try upping the pace for a few strokes. Take him to the 
edge then bring him back from the brink to get him revved up 
and eager for more.  

Proudly lick, suck and play with your man’s cock using your 
tongue, and don't be shy to make some naughty eye contact 
with him on and off too.  

To make sure you’re hitting the spot, watch and listen to his 
reactions. If you feel like it, you can whisper and ask him what 
more would he like you to do to “this sweet cock of his”. Even 
though all men are different, a whispering question like that 
would make him feel loved in the bedroom since he would take 
it that you are almost indicating your sexual willingness to do 
anything to please him. 

It would also show that you are more than just a strait jacket, 
and is not a boring out-dated sex partner. 
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If you are kneeling, try to pull 
his pants further down as you 
suck his cock. This is to 
basically undress him, which 
will also makes him hotter, as it 
will give the impression that 
you are eager and desperate 
for cock.  

To make him go weak at the 
knees, when giving him a blow 
job, linger on the parts of his 
anatomy that are particularly 
sensitive - the tip of his penis, 

his testicles and his perineum - the secret spot between the 
testicles and the anus. 

A simple trick to blow job success is to use your hand and your 
mouth together - which will feel good for any size of penis. 

Oral sex is about using your mouth to maximum effect, on his 
penis, and other areas too.  

Try gently (very gently) sucking on his testicles one at a time, 
and maybe add the other one in your mouth all together, or 
simply switch over on a one at-a-time basis. 

If you do this right and long enough (let’s say for a total of 
about 6 to 10 minutes), your man would feel like he wants to 
cum (break, ejaculate or whatever you want to call it). 

Importantly, you must be mindful of the purpose of the oral 
sex. If it is intended for foreplay only, do not suck his cock for 
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longer than 3 or 5 minutes. If you want to take him to climax, 
then it will be ok to go beyond that time-frame until he’s cum. 

When he starts to cum (ejaculate), there's the question of 
whether to swallow or not. Some women love to swallow cum, 
some won’t mind, and some would never do it all.  

If you find the thought of sperm in your mouth revolting, don’t 
force yourself to swallow: it won’t make it any less pleasurable 
for him. In other words; - You don’t have to do it if you don’t 
want to: each woman to their own order.  

So you can either let him pull it out of your mouth when he is 
close to cum (ejaculate) or you simply keep it out and jerk it 
out with a masturbating hand movement.  

Otherwise let him cum (ejaculate) in your mouth and then spit 
it out. Have tissues on hand to spit into and wrap or mop up 
any spillage on the floor. 

Some men like to cum (ejaculate) onto breasts, bellies or other 
parts of their partner but make sure you've agreed to this first 
– as it's entirely your choice. 

But of course, if you are the real naughty sex type, you can 
swallow too – which would bring us onto the subject of taste. 

Some foods and drinks do have an effect on the taste of your 
guys load. 

Alcohol and caffeine can add a tang to your man's semen and 
make it taste like a bad night out. So it would be best to avoid 
swallowing if he had alcohol the night or day before. 
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Too much cauliflower, broccoli and asparagus can have a 
seriously negative impact - so get your guy to limit these foods 
if you're planning to swallow after an oral sex session. 

Other foods to avoid are too much garlic and onions which can 
add a funky taste to your guy's semen. 

If you want to taste sweet sperm when swallowing, simply give 
him plenty of fruits that are high in natural sugars - pineapple 
juice is a winner. Also sweet and fragrant foods and herbs like 
parsley, wheatgrass, celery, cinnamon, cardamom, peppermint 
and lemon can all make for a sweet oral sex session. 

Anyway, assuming that your man has already cum (ejaculate) 
and can go again, or you simply foreplay him up to the 3 or 5 
minutes stage, then it’s time for us to get down to some hard 
core action. 
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Getting into action: First strike

 
 

Now that foreplay is over, the next step is to get into action.  

As fire-up as couples can be after foreplay, things can 
sometimes go wrong between the end of the foreplay, and the 
few seconds it took to turn that foreplay into exciting sex. 

The immediate penetrative sexual contact between two people 
after foreplay is called the first strike. It is probably one of the 
most important first few seconds or first two minutes during 
sexual penetration of the vagina. 

Generally, if a woman is the last one that is giving a man oral 
sex, then she usually takes preference to position herself for 
the first strike from her man’s cock, rather than the man 
attempting to position her. 

In most cases she would climb on top of his cock if she was 
giving him oral in a lying position, or she would kneel-down 
doggy style or bend forward with his assistance for the first 
strike if he was standing. 

In sexual intercourse, the first strike usually decides whether 
sex with the man or woman is going to be impressive or not. If 
a man or a woman cannot make their partner interested in 
their cock or pussy during the first 30 to 90 seconds of sex, it is 
more than likely that either of them would gradually become 
turned off. 
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Recovering from a first strike failure and building back sexual 
momentum is often difficult and in most cases, impossible to 
regain. Hence, once he or she lost interest in the action after 
90 seconds, then the remaining acts of the sexual encounter 
would be nothing more than going through the motions. 

The first strike must maintain the same excitement or better 
than what was achieved during foreplay. However, there are a 
number of factors that affects the first strike process from 
manifesting into to good sex.  

These factors should be taken into account at all times, and are 
as follows; - 

1 – Premature contentment during foreplay. 

In most cases, a person who just had an ejaculation would 
hardly be in the mood to continue having any sex beyond that 
point. In other words, most men and women would be 
somewhat sexually satisfied once they have already cum. 

Therefore, if your partner do not go beyond cummin or you are 
not certain about their ability to go beyond their initial 
ejaculation, simply do not masturbate or foreplay them to the 
point where they cum. It is always advisable to keep the 
foreplay and oral sex sensation very short.  
 

2 – Silent disagreement about partner’s role 

Some women cannot enjoy sex unless they are the dominant 
one in the bedroom, others cannot enjoy themselves if they 
are not allowed to be submissive to their partner. 
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In the same way, some men prefer to take control, while 
others prefer the woman to take control over the action or 
part of the action. 

If there is a silent disagreement over who should go on top first 
or who prefer to go behind, etc., then this can result in a 
complete loss of sexual interest as both of you struggles to 
resolve this issue. 

Therefore, it should be better to whisper what you are going to 
do your partner in their ears during romancing or let her know 
what you would like her to do, hence setting the pace for 
avoiding this mix-up later. 
 

3 – A noisy or unstable bed 

In most cases, couples opt for the bed or sometimes a sofa. But 
if the bed is creaky, noisy or is shaking unstably when you 
pounce upon your partner, this can result in an instant pause, 
since either party’s subconscious would tell them that this is 
almost too noisy or too unsafe. 

Once that concerned stop or pause occurs, the heat of the 
moment is significantly reduced or is loss all together.  

To avoid this, it would be better to keep one mattress on the 
floor, and quite better to start the action flat on the mattress 
that is on the floor first before risking the one on bed. 

Sex on semi-soft, and flat solid services, give the best results. A 
bed or knee rise surface would complement certain sex 
positions. But as I had said, try it on the flat first and you would 
instantly feel the difference.  
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But assuming that you get past the first strike season perfectly 
or at least reasonably, lots of sexual fire would still be burning.  

Hence you would have to consider working up some 
provocative sex positions to bring out the best of that 
encounter. 
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Making it sweeter: Sex positions we love 

 
 

Varying your sex positions during intercourse is an excellent 
idea if you really want to have the most enjoyable moments of 
sex with your partner.  

However, not all persons are too knowledgeable about sex 
positions outside of the usual, hence it can be disappointing 
when the man doesn’t know to regularly position his woman. 

Either way, if the man allows his woman to float like a butterfly 
during the moment, then she can either keep changing to 
various positions herself, or if the guy has some preferences 
and knowledge then it is always much sexier for him to man-
handle her gently but swiftly into those desired positions along 
the way. 

But whatever positions you intend to take, it will be for your 
own benefit that we share the most common ones with you. 

We are not talking about those Kama Sutra sex positions. For 
me, Kama Sutra is sexual art, because I don’t how the hell you 
can properly satisfy a woman in those angles that they are 
suggesting, except for those positions which are more in-
twined with modern day sex practices. 

Kama Sutra is nothing more than artistic sex to me and most of 
the women I know. So I won’t waste your time discussing 
positions that looks more exciting for a sex pose. I would simply 
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keep this discussions along the lines that I know is bound to 
satisfy couples who are more focused on hot, steamy sex that 
would allow them to be contented with an orgasm at the end 
of it all. 

It must be noted that every person has their own sexual 
preference when it comes to positions. And don’t be surprise if 
I would have missed one or two. Maybe it was deliberate. 

But as exciting as sex can be, you really would not get the true 
ecstasy out of it without physically getting yourself in the right 
sex position, which can bring you and your partner ultimate 
satisfaction. 

Anyway, for the benefit of those eager for sexual satisfaction, I 
know you would find the various positions that follow 
hereafter, as very interesting and tasty indeed. 

Note: 

Most women are more likely to open up to various sex positions 
and practices only to someone that they are in a solid 
relationship with, or a partner that they feel comfortable with. 

Even female escorts would unlikely extend anything beyond the 
basic sex positions to their clients. 

Therefore, (as an advice to males) you should be mindful that if 
a woman refuses to be positioned a certain way, you should not 
be forced into a sex position that she is not comfortable with or 
interested in. 
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The Missionary sex position 
 

 
 
Because of human instinct and its simplicity, the Missionary 
position is probably the most common first position people try, 
and is arguably the father of all other sex positions. 
 
This position requires that the receiver simply lies on her back, 
and the giver get into position between her legs and lie face 
down or lean face down towards her. 
 
It provides more intimacy during intercourse as both partners 
are able to face each other and connect romantically. 
 
It is also a more ideal position for a woman who prefers to let 
her man do all of the work, while she relaxes and take it all. 
 
However, as common as this position may be, it does not give 
maximum results and does not allow for the woman to have an 
orgasm in most cases because of the way the man’s cock 
would have penetrated her pussy. 
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In other words, his cock would not be able to interface with her 
clitoris correctly, which is usually a requirement for her to have 
an orgasm. 
 
While most couples tend to feel contented after a dose of sex 
in this position, satisfaction may not necessarily be the case, 
when some other disadvantages are taken into account. 
 
For example; - when in this position, the man is mostly resting 
on his arms and cannot use his hands for additional touching, 
romancing and stimulation during sex. 
 
Additionally, because of his need to support his entire upper 
body during sex, his muscles usually become weary, and can 
result in him getting too tired, exhausted and uncomfortable 
within a short space of time. 
 
This can only be alleviated if he puts his entire weight on his 
woman’s chest, which can in turn become uncomfortable for 
her too. 
 
It does not necessarily offer much interaction opportunity for 
the woman either, if she had wanted to effectively participate. 
After all, the woman’s range of motion is quite limited in the 
missionary position, hence she cannot do much, other than to 
thrust upward in time with her partner. 
 
This position should not be used throughout the entire sexual 
episode without varying it. Alternatively, it may be good to use 
it interchangeably along with other less tedious sex positions. 
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The Mountain Climber 
 

 
 
This is a variation of the missionary sex position, but is more 
tedious and intended for more physically agile men who love 
to show-off their six packs and strengths. 
 
However, it does not offer the same level satisfaction as the 
missionary position, neither the same level of intimacy. 
 
While in this position the man would be able to star into his 
partners eyes and interface with her.  
However, while the woman may find some comfort and some 
good cock teasing of her pussy while her man is in this position, 
muscular strains from his weight pressing on his arms and feet 
may be severe, and can subsequently cause the whole exercise 
to be short-lived. 
 
To get into this position, the woman simply lies on her back 
and spread her legs wide apart. 
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Her partner then comes between her, and they both set 
themselves as if they are in for the missionary style.  
 
He should ensure that his cock is inserted into her pussy while 
they are in the missionary position first, and allow it to remain 
in there, until he is ready (most likely within a few seconds) to 
go into the Mountain Climber mode. 
 
Once his cock is inside her correctly, he should then be the one 
to raise his hips a little, and then place himself in a push-up 
position. Once he is somewhat comfortable, he can then move 
to penetrate his woman as if he is exercising on her pussy. 
 
This position is more for fun and erotic teasing, as the cock 
would not necessarily penetrate the pussy deep enough, but 
would allow for some teasing of the labia and clitoris, 
depending on the individual anatomy of the woman. 
 
However, men should note that while some women would not 
have a problem with this position, most of them sees it as a 
time waster, and would certainly don’t want any of it.  
 
Therefore, you may want to be cautious about practicing this 
especially with someone whom you do not know that much 
sexually.   
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The Pillow Driver 
 

 
 
This is a more stimulating variation of the favoured missionary 
sex position. 
 
It requires that the woman lie on her back, and place a pillow 
at the spot where her hip is positioned. The pillow is basically 
used for support and which would effectively cause her pussy 
to be projected at a much higher and closer position to the 
action. 
 
Getting into the position is the same as when you are doing it 
in missionary style, but your man should not move unto to you 
before the pillow is in place. 
As a matter of fact, he should actually be the one that will be 
placing the pillow under your hip, and bringing you into the 
correct position for penetration. 
 
The Pillow driver position is ideal for cases where sexual 
intercourse in missionary style becomes too bored or if the 
woman wants to feel her man’s cock deeper inside her. 
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In reality the missionary position does not allow for maximum 
penetration in all cases, as the man’s hip usually has a bending 
limit against is back bone. Hence, raising the woman’s hip a 
few inches upward to where her man’s pounding would be 
more impacted, is usually an ideal option. 
 
This position also allows for better interaction of the clitoris 
and provides more stimulation for the woman to achieve an 
orgasm. 
 
In comparison, the missionary position limits this sort of impact 
unless a man hold unto the woman’s hip and literally lifts it up 
into the air for better pounding from the cock during sex. 
 
And while this may be exciting and can trigger an orgasm for 
both of them, it can be terrible for the man’s arm muscles as 
he struggles to hold up his woman’s hip weight. 
 
Therefore, the Pillow Driver would work as the ideal substitute 
in such a case where both parties need to have an orgasm in an 
intimate way (as they face each other). 
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The CAT position 
 

 
 
Again, this is another position that derives from the better 
known missionary sex position. 
 
This position (the coital alignment technique or CAT position) is 
intended to greatly improve a woman's chance of orgasm 
during sexual intercourse. 
 
Because of the anatomy of a woman’s pussy, the clitoris is 
about 2-3 cm closer to the front of the woman's body than the 
vaginal opening. Because of this it is possible that a man’s 
thrusting his cock into her vagina would not necessarily be 
giving the clitoris the direct stimulation it needs or he may be 
missing this important organ all together. 
 
Naturally, most women need to have clitoral stimulation in 
order to reach an orgasm. 
 
This means that they would have had to be sexed in a position 
that would help to create proper stimulation of their clitoris, 
and as such allow her to climax. 
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Fortunately, the coital alignment technique (CAT) position 
provides for a more maximize stimulation of the clitoris during 
sexual intercourse, hence a large number of couples often 
utilize this position for climax. 
 
To do this; the woman should first put herself in the missionary 
position with her legs spread just enough to let her man enter 
the pussy. This should give him a tight fit between her legs and 
create a more sustained stimulation for herself. 
 
The man should then move over his woman and place his cock 
in a downward position into her pussy. 
 
In that way, the dorsal side of his cock will be pressing against 
her clitoris; and as opposed to the missionary position, he 
should instead pound her pussy in a downward and upward 
fashion. 
 
While he is pounding her, she should try to react in a more 
concerted manner so as to achieve maximum stimulation from 
the activity. 
 
This concerted sexual movement would also build arousal as 
the woman’s clitoris intermittently hits the base of her man’s 
cock.  
 
This would certainly allow both partners to develop an orgasm 
and peak naturally within a few minutes. 
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The Cuban Plunge 
 

 
 
The Cuban Plunge or Shoulder Holder sex position is one of the 
most stimulating sexual positions and was ideally design for 
mutual orgasm, and by extension, mutual satisfaction. 
 
Placing a woman in this position and pounding her, would 
allow for deep penetration and capably targeting her G-spot. 
 
To get into this position, first let her gracefully lie on her back, 
with both of her knees upward and feet rest flat on the surface 
upon which her back is rest. 
 
Carefully move over her as if you are going into the man-on-
top position. 
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You then kneel between her legs, hold her ankles and rather 
closer to the shin and raise them, resting her calves over your 
shoulders.  
Rock her in a side-to-side and up-and-down motion to bring 
the head and shaft of your penis in direct contact with the 
front wall of her vagina.  
 
Because this angle allows for deep penetration, thrust slowly at 
first so as to avoid causing her any discomfort. 
 
As you evaluate her response and potential to have deeper 
penetration, still remain cautious and patience. If she wants it 
deeper she would try to reach your waist to pull in closer or 
rub any reachable part of your body as she moans in 
satisfaction. 
 
Once you get that response or you figure that you can give her 
more, then it should be sink your cock down deeper into her, in 
a slow thrust, and gradually increase its intensity. 
 
After a while she would begin to moan or scream in agreement 
as she gets closer to her climax, and by extension, have an 
orgasm within minutes. 
 
However, while this may allow most women to cum in a few, 
please note that it is not a fix for all sex position; since some 
women would not even have an orgasm in this position, no 
matter how hard you try. 
 
Nonetheless, it’s a position that is ideal for maximum sexual 
satisfaction. 
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 The X-rated position 
 

 
 
The X Position or X-rated position is an ideal sex position for 
prolong and slow sexual intercourse, since it is not intense and 
does not require any vigorous indulgence. 
 
However, this position provides stimulation satisfaction mostly 
for the man, and basic arousal build-up or arousal simmering 
for the woman. 
It can be done preferably at the interval or the closing off point 
of some good sex. 
 
In essence, this position can be somewhat bored if you are not 
into it, as it is more fitting for slower sexual intercourse. 
 
To get into this position, the man usually lies face up, but sort 
of on his buttocks first. The woman would then follow in a 
similar position, but more on her side (any comfortable side), 
using one of her elbows to support her. 
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Once she is comfortable she should then move herself closer 
up to her man, with one leg sliding towards his chest and the 
other under one of his legs. 
 
In other words, she should simply ensure that she extend one 
of her legs back toward her man’s shoulders, then adopting a 
relaxing position of her torso and the other leg onto the bed 
between his feet. 
Please note that this position can be done vice versa, meaning 
that any one of the partner can take up each other’s role, and 
not necessarily in the order describe here. 
 
Nonetheless, assuming that it’s the woman that is doing the 
main movements, she should then allow her pussy to come in 
direct contact with his cock, as precise as possible, while 
maintaining the position of one leg on his chest and the other 
below one of his legs. 
 
Once a percentage of the cock is in her pussy, she can then 
slowly thrust her entire body in and out of his crotch or he can 
thrust his body, or they can both do it in harmony according to 
their desired satisfaction. 
 
She would feel a non-penetrative flow of the cock in her pussy 
which can be arousing, while his cock head would have a 
wonderful enticing feeling.  
 
Orgasms are sometimes achieved this way. However the X-
rated position in itself is not design to achieve orgasm.  
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The Spork 

 
 

The Spork position is an extensive variation of the X position or 
the Spoon position, and is intended to allow the man to extend 
more ambitious sex to his woman, while she stays in a more 
relaxed position. 
 
To get into this position, the woman should lay on her back and 
facing her man. The man would then follow in a slightly sitting 
pose on one side of his buttocks, with one leg spread at the 
front of his woman, and the other at the back. 
 
He then moves into position and insert his cock neatly into her 
pussy. However, for him to achieve good results, he must be 
agile and willing to pound his woman under a little pressure. 
 
Once he is inside her, he can then thrust his entire body in and 
out of her crotch, in addition to giving her some mild massage 
on the pussy with his fingers. 
 
 Satisfaction is usually slow but rewarding in the long term. 
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The Camel Ride 

 
The Camel Ride sex position can be visually classified as a 
variation of the Spork style. However, its efforts, delivery and 
satisfaction is quite different from the Spork. 
This position is more for arousal sex, and is intended to let two 
people be sexually indulged without a high degree of thrusting 
or any thrusting at all.  
 
It basically gives a man complete access to his woman’s clitoris 
for manual stimulation, full erotic view her pussy, and ideal for 
deeper teasing penetration, and dual masturbation. 
To deliver on this position, simply kneel and straddle her left 
leg while she’s lying on her left side. Then have her bending her 
right leg around the right side of your waist.   
 
Once your cock is in her pussy and the position is all set, then 
work her vagina out soft and slow, while massaging it. Then as 
you increase stimulation of her pussy and she is fired up, just 
reinsert your cock, once you’ve brought her to the brink of an 
orgasm. 
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The Spider 
 

 
 
The Spider sex position allows for both partners to have a clear 
cut view of the cock penetrating the pussy (vice versa), in 
addition to romantically stare each other in the eyes. 
 
It is more suited for situations where both partners would like 
to look at their sexual organs in action, in addition to achieving 
stimulation through grinding or circular motions, which are 
different than the normal in and out, sex patterns. 
 
To get into this position, you and your partner should first lie 
on your sides facing each other, while ensuring that your arms 
are placed on the surface or floor to support yourselves. 
 
Now move together into each other until her hips is between 
your spread legs, her knees bent and your feet outside of her 
hips and flat on the bed.  
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Both of you can then choose to delve into any suitable motion 
thereafter. However, the seemingly most better sexual motion 
in this position is to rock back and forth. 
 

 
Lazy man position 

 
This position basically puts the woman in control, and creates 
some real intimacy between herself and her man. 
 
It gives her the opportunity to feel her man right up inside her 
as she looks him in the eyes and reason with him. She can also 
control the extent to which she is penetrated, and can get her 
man’s attention for an erotic chat, as she enjoys his cock. 
 
To enjoy the Lazy man position, the man should first sit on the 
bed with legs outstretched. It would be a good idea for him to 
place a below behind his back for support. 
The woman should then climb on to him, and slowly sit as she 
directs his cock into her vagina. 
She can raise and lower herself on his shaft as slowly or quickly 
as she pleases. 
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Doggy Style 

 
 
The Doggy style is probably one of the most favoured 
alternative sexual positions loved by couples. 
 
It is based upon the physical posture of kneeling, with both 
hands affixed on the same surface, while adapting a ventral 
arching of the spine.  
From this primary position the receiving partner basically 
crouches on all fours, and allow her man to sexually penetrate 
her from behind. 
 
This position provides for deep penetration of a woman’s pussy 
and a great way for a man to interface with her entire body, 
using his hands. 
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However, although the Doggy Style position is found to be 
enticing by men for good with their woman, some women 
would be hesitant to do it with unknown partners due to the 
lack of face-to-face contact.  
 
There are many direct variations of Doggy Style, as illustrated 
hereafter. 

 
 
This is an illustration of the Standing Rear Entry, which is an 
alternative of the Doggy Style. 
This position tends to provide more comfort for the man, and 
offers more sexual satisfaction than stooping or kneeling. 
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Another variation of the Doggy Style sex position is the Couch 
Surfer as is illustrated below;  

 
 

For this position, all that is required is the arm of a couch and a 
submissive erotically enticed woman. 
 
To get going, simply let your woman place herself over the arm 
of the couch, then you go over her and gently slide your cock 
into her pussy, as it will be a little tighter when in this position. 
Keep her hanging leg that’s over the couch between your legs. 
 
The Couch Surfer’s position is very convenient for a quickie and 
adds some sexual spice outside of the bedroom. 
 

Being in this position may be a bit uncomfortable for the 
female receiver, but it will surely provide lots of satisfaction for 
her male partner  
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The bathroom Attendant; - another Doggy Style variant, can 
also offer some additional spice outside the bedroom, and may 
be ideal for quickies in the office, the club washroom, or in a 
secluded precinct of your home if there are any guests that are 
curtailing your need to have sex right away. 
 

 
 
In this position, sexual penetration may not be at its best, as 
the female receiver is often in a semi bend over position. 
 
This is usually compounded by the fact that the woman’s jeans, 
undergarments or skirt are often the only items removed. 
Other options may also mean slipping her panties crotch aside. 
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In despite of the many variations of the doggy style, one of the 
most enticing of these variants is known as the Standing Tiger 
Crouching Dragon sex position 
 

 
 
This position is most notable because of the degree of 
satisfaction is usually brings to most women, who usually 
experiences an orgasm once they have sexual intercourse in 
this way. 
 
In essence, the position requires that the female crouch on all 
fours on the edge of any desired cushioned furniture and for 
her male partner to stand behind her with his hands on her 
hips and sexually penetrating the pussy with his cock. 
 
While the man would enjoy the sweetness of his woman’s 
pussy via this position, the woman usually gets double pleasure 
by rubbing her clitoris with one hand, and enjoying her man’s 
cock pounding the G-spot, thus leading up to an orgasm.  
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And while there are quite a few other minor variants of the 
doggy style, we would conclude our discussions on the doggy 
variants, by lastly examining the Downward Dog style.  
 

 
 
Pounding your woman in this position ideally leads to a mutual 
sense of satisfaction and a sweet orgasm. 
 
To get into some action with this position, the female receiver 
should lie facedown on the bed with her hips raised. (If a pillow 
is used to support her hips, her compliance will last longer.)  
The male partner should then gracefully move over and centre 
his pelvis over the woman’s hips, then gently insert his cock 
into her pussy, and sink it gradually in a slow romantic manner.  
 
The mere fact that you are entering her from behind, would 
allow you to comfortably thrust deeper and hit the hard-to-
reach pleasure zones just behind her vagina. 
Mutual orgasm is usually achievable within 15 to 20 minutes. 
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Stand and Deliver or the Bicycle 
 

 
 
The Stand and Deliver position can be delivered in any of two 
forms. Generally, the female receiver leans against a wall with 
her legs slightly spread, facing her guy. He then grabs onto the 
backs of her thighs, lift and holds them against his hips. 
 
However, the other option requires that the male giver stand 
at the edge of a bed or desk while the female receiver lies back 
and raises her legs to her chest. 
She can optionally position her legs as if she is riding a bicycle 
or place her heels on your shoulders, which will open her hips, 
and the pussy, making it easier for your cock to penetrate her. 
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The Butter Churner 

 
The Butter Churner is a sure way to churn some good sexual 
pleasure into a woman’s pussy. 
This usually requires a woman with a little acrobatic willingness 
and a desire to try extreme sex positions. After all, apart from 
getting that naughty eye contact, the extra rush of blood into 
her head and the drilling pressure of your cock sinking in her 
pussy will certainly increase the ecstasy. 
 
To screw her in this position, first let her lie on her back with 
her legs folded over so her little, delicate ankles are placed on 
either side of her pretty face. Then, proceed to squat over her 
as you lower your pelvis closer to hers, and gently slide your 
cock downward into her pussy. 
You can then churn your penis in an artistic fashion into her 
vagina, and churn her like she deserves to be churned. 
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The Ballet Dancer 
 

This position is a fun and 
ideal way to enjoy sex while 
standing. 
 
Though it is not a too popular 
or preferred sex position, it 
can add some spice and fun 
to your sexual fantasies, as it 
brings mutual satisfaction to 
both parties. 
 
Apart from allowing romantic 
face-to-face contact, this 
move is also generally good 
for quickies and having sexual 
intercourse in very tight 
quarters. 

 
To get into this move, both partners simply stand facing each 
other, while the receiver raises one of her legs to give easier 
access to their partner, who should be helping to support it.  
 
If the receiver is not very flexible, they may want to try putting 
the raised leg onto the hip of the giver. However, a raised leg 
usually makes the experience better, as it allows for deeper 
penetration of the female receiver’s pussy. 
 
This position usually works better when both partners are 
almost the same height or support is given to the shorter one. 
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The Standing Wheelbarrow 
 

 
Sometimes we all get so athletic and full of energy that our 
sexual encounters seems to be the only way to word out all 
that energy and burn some calories in the process. 
 
If you know what I am talking about, then you would certainly 
understand why people sometimes find themselves having sex 
in some emerging required positions such as the Standing 
Wheel-Barrow. 
 
To enjoy this sex position, let the female receiver stoop herself 
first in doggy style on the floor. The male giver will then 
position himself closely behind her, insert his cock into her 
pussy, and firmly lift her rear off the floor via her hips, while 
she grip his waist with her legs, for safety. 
 
Once she is suspended, he can proceed to thrust her soundly, 
as he slowly let her stroll around the house on her two hands. 
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The Iron Chef 
 

 
 
Those of us who are open about sex and love it all the way, 
usually have no limitations on where the action can take place. 
 
However, while we can technically have sex anywhere in our 
homes, there always seem to be something about the kitchen 
counter, and something about your woman when she looks all 
too sexy doing the dishes or cooking up a meal, too close to 
that very counter. 
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If you didn’t know it, the kitchen counter psychologically offers 
the ideal pelvic height for most males desirous of having sex 
with their female parties while she is sitting face forward. 
 
The counter also offers solid support, and a ease of mind that it 
would not break down under pressure. 
 
So ladies, if your man approaches you in the kitchen for some 
good sex, simply shake your clothes off after some standing 
romance, and pounce upon the counter. 
 
You will then bring him close into you, raises your legs up and 
wraps them around his butt or thighs. 
 
Let him rub his cock head first in a romantic motion against 
your pussy, and subsequently slip it in as you hug him closer in 
satisfaction of the erotic rush that he has given you. 
 
Once you are both in sexual harmony, simply let him take his 
time and penetrate your pussy in a thrust in and out format. 
 
During intercourse in this position, it would be good for you to 
have intimate conversations with your partner. However, be 
cautious not to discuss anything that would cause him to stop 
pounding your pussy, or anything that can end the fun all 
together. 
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The Face off 

 
 
If you feel like interfacing intimately with your partner, and 
have a long romantic session, then the Face Off sex position is 
the ideal physical position to get into. 
 
This position ultimately allows for a true face-to-face intimacy 
experience between both partners, as is cozy for long sessions. 
 
To get into this position, the male giver should sit on a chair or 
the edge of the bed. Then the female receiver then faces her 
man, wraps her arms around his back, climbs on top, and sits 
on his lap.  
 
Once in that position, she can then ride up and down on his 
cock by pressing with her legs or knees.  
 
Then male giver can also intensify the action by grabbing her 
buttocks and aid her in the lifting and bouncing. 
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The Hot seat 

 
If a woman needs some good G-spot stimulation leading up to 
an orgasm, then the Hot Seat sex position will be the ideal one 
to entice her with. 
 
To get into the action, let the male giver sit on the edge of the 
bed or on a chair with his feet planted firmly on the floor.  
 
The female receiver should then turn away and back up onto 
her man pelvis, and sit between his legs. She can then ride 
back and forth by pushing off of the chair arms or pressing up 
and down with her feet.  
 
She can also control the angle of entry by arching her back and 
pressing her buttocks into her man’s groin. 
She can also stimulate her man’s cock by reaching under and 
romancing the base of it, including the scrotum, and perineum.  
 
On the other hand, her man can enjoy stimulating her nipples. 
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The Seated wheelbarrow 
 

 
Remember the standing wheelbarrow sex position that we 
discussed earlier in this book, and the fact that you may 
certainly have to be full of energy to engage in it? 
 
Well, there is another option for those who are not so inclined 
to have such a physically demanding sexual experience. That 
option is called the Seated Wheelbarrow; - which is obviously 
the more relaxed opposite of the standing wheelbarrow. 
 
Even though a man’s movement is limited when practicing this 
position, the female would enjoy some good penetration and 
her man would get a great close-up view of her lovely rear. 
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The Pole position 
 

 
 
If a man is desirous of enjoying a rear side view of his cock 
entering his woman’s pussy, or a nice view of her butt as she 
works his penis, then the pole position would be ideal. 
 
This position is also excellent for a woman who wants to take 
in every inch of her man’s cock and feel real penetration as she 
stimulates herself. 
 
To get into it, the male partner should simply lie on his back 
and bend one of his legs, while keeping the other outstretched.  
 
The woman should then straddle the raised leg with a thigh on 
either side and lower herself onto her man so that her back is 
facing him.  
 
Thereafter, she should hold her man’s knee and use it for 
support as she rocks on his cock, up and down. 
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The Waterfall 

 
If a woman wishes to let her man have a wild orgasm, as blood 
rushes to his head; then the waterfall position will do the job. 
 
To get into the act, first ensure that there is a low bed or a 
couch upon which your man should position himself so that his 
head is on the floor while his hips and his feet are resting flat 
on the seat of the couch or bed. 
The woman should then mount herself on her man as if she is 
sitting on a chair; facing him and have her legs on either side of 
his torso. She can also use his bent knees (if on a bed) or his 
legs and the back of a couch for back support. 
 
To enjoy his cock and let him enjoy your pussy, just keep riding 
it as if your pussy had meant to massage it, while you enjoy the 
sensational look on his face on the floor below. It’s that simple. 
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The Cowgirl 

 
The Cowgirl position is often classified as the ideal position for 
a girl who is desirous of showing off her wild side. 
 
On the other hand, her man would find erotic joy in holding on 
to her breast and massaging it sensually to give himself and her 
some sexual stimulation. 
 
Strangely, there are over ten different angles for the Cowgirl 
sex position. However, we would just focus on the two main 
ones, as they primarily form the foundation for all the others. 
 
Getting into the position is usually a simple and straight 
forward process, depending on each woman’s preferences. 
 
First, the man simply lies on his back with his legs outstretched. 
The female partner will then squat on top of him a she gently 
insert his cock into her pussy, then raising and lowering herself 
with her thighs.  
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The male partner can support her actions by holding her hips 
and rising to meet each thrust intermittently.  
 
She can also regulate the scale of penetration between deep 
thrusting and shallow thrusting, which can stimulate the front 
of her pussy, leading to a wonderful orgasm. 
 
On the other hand, the woman can choose to change to a 
more sexually stimulating position, which is certain to add 
more enjoyable feelings for her pussy. This position which is a 
reflection of the cowgirl position is better known as the 
Reverse Cowgirl, as is demonstrated below; - 
 

 
 
Of all the variations of the Cowgirl position, none other offers 
more excitement and erotic satisfaction as the reverse version. 
 
The man will moan and react with great excitement, while his 
woman would scream in sensual joy as her pussy grinds down 
on his cock, and the dorsal side, hits her rapidly on the G-spot. 
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Nonetheless, the reverse cowgirl and the Cowgirl position in 
itself are technically delivered in different ways. 
 
For the forward cowgirl, the woman can either kneel and work 
the cock in an almost straight up position, or she can opt to 
lean forward, hug her man (while he lies on his back), and lift 
her rear in a rapid up and down position, as she works his cock. 
 
During that time it would be good if she can nibble on his chest 
nipples, or lick it romantically, and I assure you that he sure to 
get an orgasm within a matter of minutes; - if not, in a few 
seconds. 
 
With regard to the Reverse Cowgirl, the woman should go over 
her man as he lies down, pose in a tilted manner on one side so 
as to adopt the kneeling position with one knee on the bed, 
and simultaneously guide his cock gently into your pussy.  
 
She can then better position the other knee unto the bed, then 
place her hands forward and hold on to his legs (by the knees). 
 
Once she is in position, she should penetrate his cock in a 
sitting position, and barely easing her butt so as to create a 
muted feeling as if she is barely rising up and down. This would 
create some great sensation, in which case she can rub her 
pussy at the same time or play romantically with her man’s 
scrotum. 
 
That aside she can lean forward to his legs and occasionally 
raising her pussy right up to the cock head and work it deep 
down and right up again rapidly for a quick orgasm. 
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The Stairway to Heaven 
 

 
 
If you have never tried it, then you won’t know it; - but the 
Stairway sex position in an almost reverse Cowgirl format gives 
a woman more sexual fire than she can bargain for, and the 
man more erotic cock grinding that he would need. 
 
All stairways (or steps) all over the world is set at almost one 
standard height between each row of stairs. This height 
provides a perfect level for a woman sitting and working her 
rear on a man’s cock. 
 
To deliver on this position, the male partner should seat 
himself at the edge of any desired stair on the stairway. 
The female partner should then bring herself into him and sit 
while she gently glide his cock into her pussy with one hand, 
and hold unto the stair rail with the other for balance. 
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Once his cock is in position within her vagina, she should then 
tilt her body forward a little, hold on the stair rail with one 
hand, and lift herself up and down rapidly in a very firm way, as 
she gracefully enjoys his cock. 
 
The female partner ultimately enjoys this position more than 
her male counterpart, as her G-spot is rigorously stimulated, 
and would have her on the edge of an orgasm. 
 
 
The H2O 
 

 
This position is ideal for the swimming pool or the beach, and 
can offer mutual satisfaction without anyone knowing that 
someone’s pussy is being screwed right before their eyes. 
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The Spoon 

 
When you think about simplicity but pure sweetness during sex 
and intimacy, the Spoon position takes the frontline position. 
 
It is preferred in bed for the sense of belonging that it gives to 
women and the feeling of comforting sex from their man. 
 
If you ask me, I would agree that almost every woman loves 
the feel of a man’s chest against her back, his arms wrapped 
around her and the feeling of being penetrated from behind. 
 
And the only sexual position that offers this type of feeling is 
the Spoon position. This is a very comfortable sexual position 
that lots of women enjoy. 
 
Generally, all it takes to get into this position is for the woman 
to be relaxed in bed, of curse in the nude, and her man joining 
her from behind. He can tease her a bit by kissing her on the 
neck and rubbing her pussy until she gets wet. 
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After that, he should encourage her to gently tilt her shoulder 
forward about three feet from him, but let her rear stay close 
to him. 
 
Once her butt is close enough, he can take it cock and gently 
insert it into her wet pussy, then place one of his hands on her 
hips for added comfort and control. 
 
After that, he can slowly thrust her tender pussy, but can be a 
little vigorous on and off, depending on the extent of her 
moans or response. 
 
This position additionally gives the man an opportunity to 
erotically fondle his woman’s breast in addition to reaching 
over and rubbing the clit of his woman’s pussy. 
 
Once it is done correctly, this position would subsequently lead 
to an orgasm and closer romantic connection for both parties. 
 
The spoon position can also be done in reverse position, which 
entails the couples facing each other. However, this position is 
not as sweet as the one where the man is behind his woman. 
 

 
The forward facing Spoon position, though more intimate, is 
much better suited for sexual teasing and dual romancing. 
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Making it sweeter: The Complementary

 
 

In some instances, couples opt to engage in complimentary sex 
so as to either stimulate their experience or provide some form 
of gratification during sex. 
 
This is known as complimentary sex, and is in effect; oral sex, 
individual or mutual masturbation. 
 
However, since oral sex remains the primary factor in almost 
all situations of complementary add-ons during sex, we would 
use that our core point of discussion under this subject matter. 
 
Complimentary sex positions takes different forms depending 
on what the individual is doing or who is doing what to whom. 
  
As in the case or oral sex, the primary positions are as follows; - 
 
The 69 position 
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This is probably the most mutually benefitting position for 
couples indulge in oral sex. 
In this position both partners can enjoy receiving and giving 
oral simultaneously. 
 
To engage in this position, the guy should first lie flat on his 
back, then his woman should stand reverse style over him, 
face-away, with one leg planted on his right and the other on 
the left. 
 
She then then slowly kneel down, then slowly reverse her rear 
until her pussy is no more than two inches away from her 
man’s face. 
She then bends forward, and lower her mouth directly to her 
man’s cock, and let the fun start. 
 
This position can require some intermittent adjustments until 
both parties genitals are in a mutually satisfying position. 
 
The man should remain still as the woman, gives him oral. 
However, it is usually ok for the woman to rhythmically hover 
her pussy gently up and down, as her man works it with his 
tongue. 
 
The 69 position can be done with the woman kneeling on top, 
or vice versa; - in which case the man, should apply the same 
instructions used by the woman when she is going on top. 
However, satisfaction for the woman while the man is on top 
will be much harder, since the man would not be too well 
positioned to properly stimulate her pussy with his tongue. 
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 The Face Sitter 

 
 
The Face Sitter position allows the male partner to perform 
sexual simulation in his woman’s mouth. 
 
To do this; - She lies on her back, while he stands over her face 
with his legs separated on either side of her body, then lower 
himself in a kneeling position. 
 
Once his cock is close enough to her mouth, he gently inserts it 
and gently thrust her mouth as if he was penetrating her pussy. 
 
Depending on the length of her man’s cock, and the woman’s 
ability to take in a portion or all of him deep in her mouth, she 
should keep her hands on his thighs in a gripping position. 
 
She can then regulate how far into her mouth the male partner 
can thrust himself while ensuring that she does not choke on it.  
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To ensure that her man is stimulated, the woman should grip 
her lips slightly firm on her man’s cock, and releasing it on and 
off only to get some fresh air if needed. 
Her tongue can switch between sides of her mouth to 
stimulate his cock, thus give him the feeling as if he is pounding 
a tight pussy. 
 
In essence, the whole objective is to ensure that her man is 
completely satisfied. 
 
Some couples usually allows this to be done in a format called 
pussy to mouth; - in which case the man takes the cock out of 
the pussy during sex, quickly kneel forward to let his woman 
suck on it for a few seconds before he reverses and slips it back 
into her pussy again. However, this is an individual choice. 
 
 
The Hovering Butterfly 

 
This position is basically the same actions as the Face Sitter, 
except that its name is usually change once a woman is on top. 
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The Elevator 
 

This position is very common and ideal 
whenever the male partner chooses to 
be in a standing position. 
 
It is also more romantic than most 
others, as the woman has full and easy 
access to her man’s cock and his 
scrotum. 
 
To do this, the man simply stands and 
his woman kneels directly in front of 
him, as close as possible to his pubic 
area and gently takes his cock into her 

mouth and works it. The pace and pressure is usually up to her. 
 
To achieve the best result, it would be cool for the woman to 
keep rubbing the cock as she sucks it, while looking up at her 
partner, on and off in a naughty manner. 
 
 
The Snow Angel 
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The Snow Angel position is usually used when the action is 
more intense or the woman wants her pussy to be teased with 
her man’s cock on and off, during the course of delivering oral 
sex on him. 
 
In this position, the male partner usually reverses his cock into 
the face of his female partner who sucks it, then allows him to 
slide forward and penetrate her pussy in a downward thrust 
for a few seconds, then repeat the whole suck and sex process 
again and again. 
 
Getting into this position requires the same steps as the 69 oral 
sex position, except that the male partner will be on top now. 
 
 
Trick or Treat 
 

 
 
This oral sex position is sometimes employ during the foreplay 
stage since it can stimulate a woman in a more erotic mood, 
thus sending her in a real pre-orgasm rush. 
 
Positioning for this treat is quite easy. The woman simply lay 
on her back, and using a pillow under her rear so that her hip is 
tilted upwards. She then bends her legs backward towards her 
breast and exposed the pussy for her man to tongue treat. 
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Closed for business 
 

 
 
This oral sex position is so named because of the position that 
the woman adapts during its delivery. 
 
Unlike the other oral sex positions where the woman opens up 
herself so that her man has easier access to her pussy, she 
instead keeps her legs almost closed together so that her man 
would have to force his face downward to access to her pussy. 
 
The objective of this position is to let her man stimulate her 
clitoris instead of the entire inner labia of her pussy. 
And since the clitoris is considered the mother of all female 
sexual stimulation, this position would sure ensure that the 
woman obtains maximum erotic pleasure via this organ. 
  
Getting into this position simply requires the woman to lie on 
her back with her legs closed and her man sitting next to her or 
softly over her, then bends forward and snuggle her pussy. 
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One up 

 
The One Up oral sex position is a more open variation of the 
Closed for Business position. 
 
It is usually put into action after the woman would have 
become really aroused from the clitoris stimulation she would 
have gotten during the Closed for Business oral delivery. 
 
No specific instruction is generally given to get into this 
position as preparation is natural, and happens subconsciously.  
 
However, if the woman prefers to start receiving oral in this 
way, then the procedures would again require that she first lie 
on her back, but this time with her legs slightly apart. 
 
She will then prop up one of her legs in an open knee bending 
position, while planting the sole of that leg directly unto the 
same flat edge of the bed, and lift the other leg up in the air.  
Her man should then hold on to the tilted thigh to do his duty. 
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Heir to the Throne 

 
The Heir to the Throne oral sex position is probably the only 
one that makes a woman feel totally in control of her man than 
any other oral action fixture. 
In other words, it makes her feel like the ruler and her man 
seen her slave, based upon her erotic perceptions. 
 
It requires that the man sort of kneel down to his woman and 
go down romantically on her pussy, while she relaxes in a 
throw-back manner or romances his head as he satisfies her. 
As shown in the illustration above, the woman should seat 
herself at the edge of a small chair, then her man should kneel 
to her pussy, hold on to both thighs and deliver the pleasure. 
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The Back Tracker 

 
 
As the name my suggest, this position provides an ideal flow of 
satisfaction for the woman, and a better angle for the man as 
he rims her anus and/or suck her pussy. 
It requires that the woman bends forward, or kneel forward 
based upon mutual comfort, and her man delivering the works. 
 

 
While, the prior listed oral sex or complimentary sex positions 
are the most widely use, there are however quite a few others 
which are mostly a variation of those already listed here. 
Hence, it would not be of much benefit if I should list them here 
as their physical outlook would look like a repeat of the same 
thing over and over again. 
 
Therefore, this concludes our notes on complimentary sex or 
oral sex or positions. 
In the next set of readings, we would focus on another range of 
erotic pleasure positions that are wilder and more erotic than 
sex positions, but interchangeably classified as “fuck” positions. 
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Fuck Positions we love

 

 

According to western culture, there is a solid psychological 
difference between the actions we classify as sex, and the 
more vulgar expression that we call “Fuck”. 
 
People are insistent that sex is much more moderate and is 
practice with more connection, romance and affection in it. 
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On the other hand, “fuck” requires more intensity, erotic 
positions, role playing and higher performance by both parties 
in order to make them mutually satisfied. 
 
From my own personal experiences, and my conversations 
with women, compounded by some research, I would surely 
agree that there is a psychological but very small physical 
difference between the two sexual expressions. 
 
For example, a man goes home and makes love to his wife, 
which encompasses having moderate sexual intercourse with 
her, or in plain terms; have sex with her. 
In such a case, he would use candle light, romance her, and go 
through the full works for her to have some tender sex. 
 
Then another day, the man comes home, goes into the shower, 
grab his approving wife and starts pounding her pussy all over 
the house, and in ways that would leave her with some tummy 
pain the next day, but more than satisfied with the action. 
It is this animalistic behavior and extreme sexual conduct that 
women often classified as being fucked by their man, or a man 
saying that he enjoyed fucking his woman. 
 
Hence the variation is that sex requires foreplay and a few 
other pre-requisites before you can get into some tender love 
making, while fuck requires no foreplay, and must be vigorous 
and extreme in all of its ways. 
 
Assuming that you accepts this, we would take a look at some 
real Fuck positions, and the sexual pleasures that comes with 
them, as explained hereafter; - 
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The Crying Slave 
 

 
 
This position can be done with the male giver kneeling or 
standing. The female receiver should lie on her back with a 
pillow at the point where her back will be tilted over. 
 
The male-giver then inserts his cock into his woman’s pussy, 
holds her feet at the ankles very close together, then press the 
ankles hard in a downward fashion to the side of her neck. 
 
From that position he can then thrust forward and give her a 
firing round of good fuck, and repeated orgasms may follow. 
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The Bull Poop 
 

 
 
Similar to the Doggy style and the Slave position, the Bull Poop 
offers the man maximum access to the pussy in cases where a 
girl wants to be fucked inside out. 
 
This position usually involves penetration on one side of the 
womb, then the man twisting over to the other side, offering 
maximum thrust and heavy tummy pain depending on the size 
of his cock. 
To get into this fuck position, the woman position herself at 
the edge of the bed as if she is about to do doggy style, then 
lower her chest flat on the bed, while pulling her knees close 
into her breast and elbow. 
This will result in her entire rear and pussy appearing to be in a 
beautifully hanging or tilting position towards her man. 
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To hammer her pussy perfectly, the man have to stand behind 
her, with one of her protruding legs between his, and one of 
his leg between hers. 
This will give him the ideal advantage to position his cock to 
penetrate one side and the center of her pussy perfectly. 
To penetrate the other side of her pussy and the center again, 
all he has to do is let her outside leg be placed between his legs 
and his inside leg placed outside of hers on the other side. 
 
To satisfy her, the man simply inserts his cock into her vagina in 
each instance, hold her hips crease by her thigh and tummy, 
and then vigorously fuck her pussy from behind, focusing on 
the side of the pussy that her inside leg is in line with.  
He can also pull both of her hands backward towards him as an 
option when fucking in this position 
 
 
The Tongue and pole (waiting frog) 
 

 
 

The Tongue and Pole fuck position offers a little more intimacy 
than the most others because of its romantic penetration style. 
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Penetration is usually vigorous but is more romantic because 
the partners usually keeps their eyes often on each other and 
French kiss intermittently in a naughty and erotic manner while 
the man fucks his female partner.  
 
To get into this position, the female receiver would first lie flat 
on her tummy with her legs spread wide apart. 
 
She will then pull her knees slightly forward in the direction of 
her hips, and slide the knees out to the side of the hips once 
they reaches there. 
 
Her rear would then look like a waiting frog with her pussy 
puffing out in the middle. 
 
The male partner will then come over her, and lower his two 
hands at the side of her hips, then his cock towards the 
direction of her pussy. 
 
Once there, she can stretch her hands forcefully under her 
raised tummy, take her man cock, and insert it into her pussy 
while looking him in the eyes. 
 
With his cock now in her pussy, the male partner vigorously 
works his waist alone in a thrusting position to fuck his woman. 
 
They both keep the rest of their bodies still and let the man 
waist do the work, as the woman keeps her hip firmly tilted up 
the air. 
A wild orgasm rush is usually due within ten to twelve minutes. 
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The Pile Driver 

 
 
The Pile Driver position (similar to the Butter Churner) gives the 
man maximum freedom to sink his cock deep down into his 
woman pussy, aided by his weight and strength. 
 
To get into this position, the woman lies flat on her back, and 
allows her man to pull her halfway up using one of her legs. 
She then puts her hands akimbo to support her weight which 
should be restricted to her shoulder on the floor. 
Her man then steps over her, with one of his legs at the side of 
her and the other at the back, while he holds her thigh and 
hips with his hands. 
Now in a cross-T position, he lowers himself and sinks his cock 
into her pussy, then thrust himself up and down with force. 
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The Cloak and Dagger 
 

 
 
This fuck position allows for deep penetration and satisfaction 
in another romantic way, without losing the feel of the action 
below the hips. 
 
To enjoy this, the woman places herself in on her side, then 
pull the upper leg towards her chest. 
Her man then kneel-walk into her crotch and slip his cock into 
her pussy. 
 
Once he can feel her, he then places both of his hands on the 
flat surface next to her breast and the other one behind her 
back in exact proportions. 
He can then give his woman a good fuck while looking at the 
impression on her face, in addition to firing her up some more 
by keeping his tongue swirling on her breast, and her lips. 
 
While the above is about three quarters of all classified fuck 
positions, there are others that couples keep inventing to suit 
themselves along the way. Nonetheless, those positions listed 
earlier can be very useful if you do decide to try them. 
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Sex Positions for specific purposes

 
 

While the earlier discussed sex positions and fuck positions are 
primarily intended for pleasure or sexual satisfaction, there are 
other positions that truly deliver on satisfaction while serving 
other important purposes. 
 
Some of those positions are ideal for impregnating, stress relief 
and many other purposes, situations and physical challenges. 
 
For your benefit, the following positions have been proven to 
be ideal or believed to be associated with the purposes listed 
hereafter: 
 
When the woman is a Virgin 
 
First time sex is generally rare when a girl is above eighteen 
years, but nonetheless, of the 240 million adults that have sex 
every day, at least 40,000 of them are female virgins above the 
age of 18 years old. 
 
Therefore, it is fair to understand the best sex positions for an 
adult virgin, that won’t hurt her, if you should encounter one. 
 
Similarly, an adult virgin would be better equipped with some 
knowledge on the best positions for her, if she is about to have 
sex for the first time. 
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However, in all instances, a virgin girl should be given intense 
foreplay so as to ensure that she self-lubricate her vagina with 
its own natural fluid, thus making it easier for it to handle 
penetration. 
 
Also, depending on the man’s penis size, it can take a little 
while to make a proper penetration into her for the first time. 
 
Anyway, since the hymen of a virgin girl would have been 
sealed and requires cautious penetration to make sex sort of 
enjoyable the first two times, and thereafter, it would be best 
to adopt any one of the following sex positions. 
 
The CAT position 
 

 
Though a milder version of the popular Missionary position, 
the CAT style can prove to be very useful for a woman having 
sex for the first or second time. 
 
In this position both of her legs are up in an almost closed 
manner, and must not be widened or allowed to be spread 
wide apart if she wants to minimize potential pain during her 
male partner’s penetration of her vagina. 
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The Spoon position 

 
Almost all virgins or women having penetrating sex for the first 
time prefer to face their partners.  
But if you can get her to give up the shyness, then the Spoon 
position is ideal for her, except that she must not be allowed to 
tilt herself forward if she wants to avoid painful penetration. 
 
 
Positions to achieve Pregnancy 
 
While almost any sex position can make a healthy woman 
pregnant, once semen is deposited into her vagina, research 
has shown that some sex positions are more effective than 
others when the ultimate goal is pregnancy. 
 
In reality, when a man deposits his sperm into a woman vagina, 
it usually has to travel a pretty long way to get to her eggs. And 
because sperms are miniature, the distance it has to travel to 
reach the eggs in a vagina can seem like 50 earth miles.  
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As such, the semen (sperm) does not often make it to the eggs 
or does not even survive half of the womb distance. 
Hence, it is believed that the closer a man’s semen can be 
deposited to the woman’s eggs (in the tube), and the more 
intense (force) it is deposited with, will help his sperm to reach 
her eggs faster, thus increasing her chance for pregnancy. 
 
Therefore the positions to employ in this regard, are as follows; 
 
Stand and Deliver 
 

 
 
Because of the degree of penetration in this position, a man’s 
semen is sure to hit a far way here and with the correct force. 
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The Couch Surfer 

 
Offering a unique and deep penetrating access to the vagina, 
the Couch Surfer position creates the ideal opportunity to sink 
some sperm deep down inside a woman; - creating the ideal 
opportunity for semen to reach her eggs, and leading up to 
possible pregnancy. 
 
While it is a distant family of the doggy style, this position 
offers better options, because the doggy style in itself usually 
causes the pussy to naturally eject most of the semen that 
goes into it via sub-conscious muscle contraction. But with the 
Couch surfer, the couch handle pressure against her tummy 
muscles will prevent her pussy muscles from reacting that way. 
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The Cuban plunge 

 
The Cuban Plunge is another ideal position for penetration 
deep inside of a woman. 
 
However, once the man has essentially discharge his semen 
into her pussy, and is finish with the activity, the woman 
should simply roll over and relax on her tummy (but not before 
she catches her breath on her side). 
 
Another position in which the same roll over system should be 
applied and is equally good for pregnancy efforts is the 
Downward Dog.  
 
Additionally, the Butter Churner, the Cowgirl and the Reverse 
Cowgirl have proven to be effective in encouraging pregnancy. 
 
That aside, other associated factors contributes to pregnancy. 
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Positions to achieve an Orgasm 
 
In 75% of all cases, an orgasm is necessary for any one or both 
of the partners to be sexually satisfied, and by extension, bring 
the sexual encounter to a happy end. 
 
Having an orgasm can be a straight forward process for some 
women, while it can be a tedious challenge for many others. 
 
In most cases, foreplay is what set the wheels in motion for a 
good orgasm at the end of it all. Therefore, it is essential that 
each partner pay some keen attention to foreplay. 
 
For many people, having sex without having an orgasm is a 
form of sexual torment, which might create more problems for 
a relationship, than the couples could have bargained for. 
 
Hence, in most cases, achieving an orgasm is critical and 
important to sexual process.  
And since it is so important to everyone, I felt that it would be 
fair to share some positions that can stimulate an orgasm; 
that’s providing your partner (and yourself) do your bedroom 
work the right way. 
 
Nonetheless, some recommended positions for an orgasm are 
listed hereafter. 
 
Even though I trust that these positions will work wonders for 
you, please be mindful that some people cannot have an 
orgasm without their fetish being fulfilled, without an oral 
stimulation, without dirty sex talk or other unusual scenarios.  
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Positions fitting for orgasms 
 

         
The Reverse cowgirl; - A good orgasm stimulating position for 
both partners, but works ideally for the male partner too. 
A woman can work her man cock off in this position until he 
starts screaming with niceness, and even the woman herself. 
 
 

 
The Pole position; - This position allows a woman to stimulate 
her man’s chest nipples at the same time while working away 
on his cock, and stimulating his scrotum.  
 
This is more ideal for a man to get an orgasm, in compare to a 
woman, as the male is often more stimulated. 
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Stand and Deliver; - This position seems to be living up to its 
name as it delivers in yet another area of sexuality. 
The sight of a woman’s pussy being screwed complimented by 
her breast and erotic look is enough to prep a man for an 
orgasm, and send a woman crazy with repeated squirting. 
 
 

 
The Waterfall: - This delivers similarly to the reverse cowgirl, 
except that it is more likely to give the woman first choice. 
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Forward cowgirl; - This position can trigger a woman’s pussy so 
hot enough for her to squirt, and burn up a man so much that 
he would send an orgasm sooner that you know it. 
To get screaming results the man should let his woman tilt 
forward and let him suck her breast while she work his cock, in 
addition to her intermittently nibbling on his chest nipples. 
 

 

 
Standing Tiger Crouching Dragon: - This position can be fairly 
compared to the same results you get from Stand and Deliver. 
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Anal sex positions for her 
 
Lots of women are enticed and love anal sex, in as much as 
they consider it an integral part of their sexual encounter every 
time they indulge themselves. 
Then there are others who despise the idea and would not 
even entertain the thought of giving it a try. 
 
On the other hand, there are others who have tried it, but 
were never encouraged, most likely because the correct erotic 
strategy was not employed by their partners during their first 
time trial, or follow ups. 
 
But whatever everyone’s reasons may be, it may nonetheless 
worth showing interested couples the best way to position the 
female receiver when engaging in anal sex. 
 
For those who are experienced, if a man does not insert his 
cock correctly in the woman’s anus or his approach to the 
whole thing is uncivilized and careless, then anal sex can be a 
very painful experience and a turn off for any willing woman. 
 
Therefore, in despite of the best positions that I am about to 
explain here, it is always better for the man to first lubricate 
the woman’s anus after vaginal sex, by using fluid from her 
vagina or some other healthy substitute. 
It may be cool to use aloes, or some filtered drinking water 
mildly so that she can be lubricated first with her man’s finger. 
 
Assuming that the woman is lubricated, well prep and ready, 
the following positions may yield wonderful anal sex results; - 
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1 – The Downward Dog 

 
 
 

2 – The Couch Surfer 

 
 
 

3 – The Spork 
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4 – Stand and Deliver 

 
 
 

5 – The Butter Churner 

 
Though limited, the above sex positions nonetheless suits the 
delivery of perfect anal sex for her, and satisfaction for him. 
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Quickie sex positions 
 
Sometimes we become sexually aroused in seemingly the 
wrong places and at the wrong time. 
From the night club to the birthday party, family function and 
some other elegant outings, sex sometimes tackles our urges 
when we actually don’t want it to. 
 
But when that happens and yourself and partner can’t hold 
back, you can always use the washroom with any of these 
three quickie sex positions (without being caught, I guess); - 
 

 
The Bathroom attendant position is sure to be of help. Simply 
raise her skirt up, and slip her panties quickly to the side, or 
pull her jean down a little and give her some cock satisfaction. 
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The Bathroom Attendant position can be utilized in the office 
washroom, within the public convenience, club room or any 
other crowd infested zone with a lightly used washroom space. 
 

 

 
The ballet Dancer sex position offers the same opportunity to 
nail your woman’s pussy right there in the crowd. 
This is ideal for a slightly dark room, especially a nightclub or a 
place where there is a party and no washroom. 
 
Once it is a skirt or a dress, the man just braces his back to a 
wall, then let his woman raise one of her legs to his waist, slips 
aside her panties, and the cock rolls into her pussy quietly once 
the man’s pants zipper is pulled down.  
 
This works every time, without the crowd actually realizing it. 
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The Hot Seat sex position is ideal for a quickie in the theatre, 
on the plane, in the train or a passenger bus. 
 
This would require that the woman wears a short skirt or dress 
that can be rolled up easily. And with a little darkness, she 
could be rocking easy with the vehicle motion as her man’s 
cock penetrates her pussy, often to an orgasm. 
 
 

H20: I had to mention this sex position 
in an earlier page of this book, and did 
explain that this H20 sex position 
offers an ideal opportunity to have sex 
quietly in the water. 
 
So here again, I wish to reiterate that 
this position is great for screwing your 
girl right there on the beach or in the 
pool while naïve folks are walking by.  
Trust me:  They won’t even realize it. 
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Unconventional Sex practices

 
 

Every day, statistics suggested that at least 80 million people 
are involved in some form of Unconventional Sexual Practice. 
And if you had known what Unconventional Sex really is, then 
you would have had agreed that 80 million practitioners of that 
category of sexual lifestyle is a very large number. 
 
In reality, most of us would have been use to what I would 
term as conventional sex; - which entails sexual intercourse 
between a male and a female at any given time. 
 
Practically, some of us lives a miserable sex life as we often find 
it difficult to adjust to any unnatural sexual fetish that a person 
may have, in addition to any other sexual impropriety. 
As such, some of us may not have any room to entertain any 
more surprises or any other unaccustomed practices that sex 
may have to offer, particularly beyond what we already though 
that we know. 
 
Nonetheless, whether we accept what we know as sufficient or 
choose not to accept, one thing I am sure about is the fact that 
sex has a much broader scope, and more psychologically 
complicated elements in its occurrences than I had discussed 
earlier in this book, and even beyond what you can probably 
conceive at this time. 
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And that broader scope of sex that I am talking about is known 
as the unconventional side of sexual gratification, which is 
often classified as “unconventional sexual practices”. 
 
Now your innocent question (if you don’t know what I am 
talking about) would have been; - What the heck is meant by 
“Unconventional Sexual Practices”. 
Well, …. Unconventional Sexual Practices is classified as any 
consenting sexual act or sexual activity that occurs between 
opposite genders but is considered socially unacceptable.  
Gay activities or lesbianism does not fall into this category or 
does not fit this description because the definition stipulates 
that the sexual activity must be occurring between or amongst 
opposite genders (meaning between men and women).  
 
Assuming that you are clear on its definition, I guess I can 
elaborate a little more on Unconventional Sexual Practices. 
 
Now, you might be saying that there is nothing unconventional 
about your sex life, and probably this subject matter is not in 
your interest.  
But while you might not be indulged in unconventional sex, 
don’t be surprise if you discovered that your own dear 
husband or wife is secretly a participant. 
After all, people who are involved in an unconventional sex life 
do not discuss it with their husband or wife under any 
circumstances, because this sort of lifestyle can wreck or end 
relationships depending on the mindset or forgiving capacity of 
the affected party. 
Therefore, it is in your interest that we discuss Unconventional 
Sex, so that you and your partner can better understand it. 
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A List of Unconventional Sex Practices 
 
Interestingly, most people who are indulged in unconventional 
sex, considers it much sweeter and more enjoyable than the 
restricted limitations associated with a conventional sex life. 
Therefore, from this page henceforth, we would be examining 
some popular unconventional sexual practices, in addition to 
the probable reasons why so many women and men are 
indulging in each of these types of extremely erotic activities, 
while claiming that it is more enjoyable. 
 
So here we go: - 
Unconventional Sex comes in many different types and forms, 
as is explained in the notes under each list below. 
 
Threesomes 
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A threesome is a sexual activity involving three persons, and 
mostly between two women and one man, or one woman and 
two men. It is by extension, a form of group sex, but involving 
only three people. 
 
It is more of a love triangle or a consensual sexual relationship 
between three people where the ultimate goal is to give each 
other sexual satisfaction at the same time. 
 
Each of the partners in a threesome may engage in any type of 
sex acts with any one or both of the partners, such as vaginal 
sex, anal sex, oral sex, mutual masturbation, fetish sex, etc. 
 
However, if one of the partners (especially the woman) is being 
subjective to just receiving sex from two men, then that can 
technically be considered as a gang bang, instead. 
 
Most people engage in threesomes for satisfaction of their 
sexual fantasies, to satisfy their extreme sex drive, to satisfy a 
fetish, to sexually please their partner, to simply experience it, 
or to satisfy their individual sexual lifestyle. 
 
While threesomes can allow for erotic pleasures, it can create 
some disadvantages if it is a case of two men that is having the 
threesome with one woman. 
 
After all, the woman would have to remember that she would 
have to remain sexually engaged until both men are satisfied, 
and may have to consider whether she can handle double 
penetrative sex (mouth and pussy at the same time, or pussy 
and anus at the same time). 
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Orgy 

 
An orgy is basically a sex party where more than four persons 
freely engage in varying open and unrestrained sexual activities 
or group sex with any of the consenting genders present. 
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Unlike a swingers’ party where the invitees are known to each 
other, an Orgy is generally a club party filled with semi-nude 
strangers with an uncontrolled appetite for sex. 
 
In essence, an uninvited visitor to the Orgy party simply walks 
in, sees a person that grasps their sexual interest, get their 
consent by way of a gesture and just fucks them right there in 
the open club. 
 
People gets involve in orgies for almost the same reasons as a 
threesome, but for more wildly erotic reasons. 
Sexual orgies gives participants an opportunity to exploit their 
sexual fantasies in a semi-anonymous manner without being 
worried about any future commitment to the individuals with 
whom they are having sex with. 
 

 
Swinging 
 

Swinging is a form of sexual indulgence between a group of 
consenting adults who are generally already married or are 
committed to a relationship, and have receive approval from 
their partner to participate in such sexual endeavors. 
 
Swinging is technically close to an Orgy, except for the fact that 
Swinging generally occurs between two couples or several 
couples who would have previously agreed to share each 
other’s wives and each other’s husbands in a sexual encounter 
at a private club, home or venue, previously agreed upon. 
 
This arrangement is usually discreet and subtly advertised. 
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Usually, while the group of swingers can agree on the type of 
sexual contact that are permitted, corresponding partners are 
free to sexually indulge each other’s wives and husbands in 
whatever way they pleases. 
 
While the average married couple despises this, Swingers claim 
that this lifestyle helps them to relieve themselves of sexual 
boredom, by becoming sexually involved with other people 
with the consent and participation of their partners. 
 

 
Bukkake 
 

Though different in most ways from the others a Bukkake is a 
scenario where a woman allows a group of men in the nude to 
encircle her, and allow a section of them to have sex with her, 
then join with the others to ejaculate on her face. 
 
Though more common in pornographic films, a large section of 
younger women seems to have an inclination to indulge in this 
sort of unconventional sex practice. 
 
Participants in this sort of sexual contact claims that the 
participating women usually wants to feel sexually degraded 
and stimulated by having men doing that to them, while men 
claimed that ejaculating on the consenting female performer's 
body "marks the woman as used goods", and conveying a 
sense of ownership of her sexual belongings. 
 
In general, this form of sexual interaction is usually not 
recommended as it can have long term emotional and physical 
impact on (especially) the female participant. 
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Dogging 

 
 

Dogging is a slang used for engaging in sexual acts in a public or 
semi-public place or watching others doing so. 
 
Usually women who wants to have sex with total strangers 
would simply go into a “designated” public place such as a park 
or other area, expose herself, and allow men (waiting there for 
the same purpose) to fondle and have sex with them without 
necessarily having to seek their outright permission to do so. 
 
This can also be practiced in a car, a forest, a side street or any 
other place convenient to the participants. 
 
Persons involved in this sort of lifestyle claims that it allows 
them to find sexual satisfaction at any time that they need it, in 
addition to being in a better chance of having a different sexual 
experience every time, since they are indulging with mostly 
different men on each occasion. 
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Glory hole sex 

 

Glory Hole sex involves sexual indulgence with an unknown 
man or woman via a hole in a public lavatory stall or within an 
adult video arcade booth without either participant seeing or 
knowing the individual with whom they are having sexual 
contact with. 
 
Sexual contact usually involves the man inserting his penis 
through a hole cut-out on the wall of the cubicle or lavatory, 
and the woman affixing her vagina into the position of the 
penis so as to have sexual intercourse. 
 
However, in most instances the sexual contact involves the 
woman performing oral sex on the male partner. 
 
The hole through which the man’s penis is inserted to received 
sexual satisfaction is called a glory hole. 
 
In other instances, some uninvited participants may simply 
take up position and observe one of the persons in the next 
cubicle while they are indulge, and would usually masturbate 
in a bid to find personal gratification. 
 
While glory hole sex is often likened to cheap prostitution, 
mostly male participants’ claims that it helps them to have 
discreet sex, gratifying oral sex and other forms of sexual 
satisfaction without having to identify themselves or the 
person with whom they are having sex with. 
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Surrogate sex 
 

Surrogate sex is a situation where a woman invites another 
woman to maintain a sexual relationship with her husband or 
male partner so as to give him sexual satisfaction. 
 
Surrogate sex can basically be extended into a relationship 
with the said partner where the surrogate woman spends time 
and offer comfort to the said male partner for which she has 
been contracted by the wife to spend time with. 
Participants of this type of sexual relation claim that it helps to 
preserve the relationship between the husband and wife, and 
prevents the male partner from secretly seeking to indulge 
sexually with other women outside of this three-way union. 
 
Cuckhold Sex 
 

This type of sexual activity encompass any case where a man – 
mostly white male – brings home other men or another man, - 
mostly of African descent - to satisfy his wife sexually. 
 
Participants claimed that this is intended to offer sexual 
gratification to the woman since her resident partner may have 
some sort of physical impairment or suffers from a defective 
issue with his penis that would have made it difficult for the 
woman to enjoy sex with him.  
 
During sexual contact with the invited stranger, the resident 
partner usually take pictures or observe his female partner 
being sexed, as he masturbates or intermittently participate in 
the action, as if it is a threesome, so as to find some sort of 
sexual satisfaction. 
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The prior mentioned list of unconventional sex practices only 
represents about forty percent of all known sex classes that 
represents that category of sexual interaction. 
 
Nonetheless, those listed earlier should be able to give you a 
fair understanding of what unconventional sex is all about, and 
some scanty reasons why people indulge in them. 
 
But even though all sex types are intended to bring some sort 
of satisfaction, there are many cases where achieving sexual 
gratification becomes an elusive goal for many women, but 
mostly men. 
 
And as we come closer to the conclusion of this book, we would 
take some time out to discuss some factors that can affect our 
sexual performance. 
 

 

 
Things that can affect sexual performance

 

 

As I would have indicated earlier, some people engage in 
certain types of unconventional sex practices because of a lack 
of proper sexual functionalities, and in essence; a partial or 
complete lack of performance by either partners. 
 
While many people would have wanted to enjoy the many sex 
positions and sexual treats that I had explained earlier in this 
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book, there are many factors that can cause them not to have 
that enjoyment, in despite of their willingness, if any at all. 
 
Sex is by all intent and purposes, the supreme element of a 
man’s ego, marital happiness, confidence and deep connection 
in almost all intimate relationships. 
And whenever there is a sexual problem with one partner or 
both partners, then the relationship in itself becomes engulfed 
in those sexual performance issues. 
 
Sexual problems can have a devastating effect on relationships, 
as it actually creates two victims and two silent involuntary 
perpetrators within the same situation, at the same time. 
 
Sexual problems can also cause the victim to feel depressed, 
socially withdrawn, become violent and very abusive towards 
their partner, or even becoming suicidal. 
 
Hence, the ultimate question at this juncture will be; what are 
the primary causes of sexual performance problems, and how 
it can be addressed? 
 
And since that is the ultimate question, I would briefly explain 
a few known causes, and some first aid solutions, (if any), to 
deal with those problems, hereafter; 
 
List of factors that can affect sexual performance 
 
Generally, deprivation of a person’s sexual performance can be 
caused by a multitude of interpersonal (emotional), physical, or 
mental factors. 
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But to put them into one big basket, sexual problems may arise 
from marital or relationship problems, performance anxiety, or 
from a lack of trust in the relationship. 
 
Additionally, emotional issues such as depression, sexual fears 
or guilt, past sexual trauma, and sexual disorders may be very 
strong contributing factors. 
 
For almost all women, any physiological change in their bodies 
that would affect the reproductive system can lead to a sexual 
performance problem. These changes include; —premenstrual 
syndrome, pregnancy, postpartum, and menopause. 
 
Diseases, such as diabetic neuropathy, multiple sclerosis, 
tumors, and, some Sexually Transmitted Diseases (STD’s) such 
as tertiary syphilis may lead to sexual performance problems. 
 
In the same way, failure of various organ systems (including 
the kidneys, heart and lungs), endocrine disorders, hormonal 
deficiencies and some birth defects are additional reasons. 
 
Some behavioural factors are also to be blamed, including the 
use of drugs, such as alcohol, nicotine, narcotics, stimulants, 
some psychotherapeutic drugs. 
 
However, outside of the above, all sexual performance issues 
are generally drafted into 4 main categories, (for medical 
reasons) which are: sexual desire disorders, arousal disorders, 
orgasm disorders and pain disorders. 
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Sexual desire disorders 
Sexual desire disorders is defined in scenarios where a person 
or partner has very little or no interest in having sexual contact 
with anyone or with their spouse.  
The condition ranges from a general lack of sexual desire to a 
complete lack of sexual desire for the current partner.  
 
The condition can started suddenly without any previous signs 
or warnings, after the individual would have had a normal sex 
life and no prior complaints.  
 
The causes of this condition vary considerably, but are often as 
a result of a mental or psychiatric condition, depression, stress, 
anxiety, fatigue, aging, pregnancy, and after using certain types 
of medications. 
 
This sexual condition can last for days, weeks, months and 
even for the rest of someone’s life. Additionally, while the 
person may despise sexual contact with their spouse, it may 
not necessarily mean that they would have the same reaction 
towards another person. 
 
A man or woman suffering from this condition can become 
very withdrawn and violent towards their spouse for no 
apparent reasons. 
Heavy counseling and medical intervention may be necessary. 
 
Sexual arousal disorders 
Sexual arousal disorders can be compared to sexual desire 
disorders, except for the fact that while the partner may be 
willing to have sex, they cannot become sexually arouse. 
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And technically, a person who is not sexually aroused or 
turned-on would not want to become engaged in sex or would 
not enjoy having sex at all, in despite of their desire to. 
 
Researchers are still trying to ascertain what causes this 
disorder primarily in women, (and men) but believes that there 
may be medical causes to these disorders, such as decreased 
blood flow to the penis or lack of vaginal lubrication.  
 
However, chronic diseases can also contribute, as well as the 
nature of the relationship between the partners. 
 
And while sexual arousal disorders of this nature are present in 
women, they are more than present in men, and is known as 
an erectile dysfunction 
  
Erectile dysfunction or impotence is a sexual dysfunction 
associated with men, and characterized by the inability to 
develop or maintain an erection of the penis.  
 
For males, this is the primary cause of sexual performance 
issues, and an issue that affects their ego and emotional 
stability. 
 
There are various known underlying causes of erectile 
dysfunction, such as damage to the nervi erigentes which 
prevents or delays erection, or diabetes, which simply 
decreases blood flow to the tissue in the penis, many of which 
are medically reversible. 
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The causes of erectile dysfunction may be psychological or 
physical. Psychological impotence can often be helped by 
almost anything that the patient believes in; as there is a very 
strong placebo effect.  
In such a case, the patient can experience impotence for a day 
or a week and simply recover all by themselves. 
 
However, not having an erection once or for a day does not 
denote an erectile dysfunction. 
 
On the other hand, Physical damage or erectile dysfunction as 
a result of damages to the nerves, or the penis itself is much 
more severe, and often irreversible.  
 
Due to its embarrassing nature and the shame often felt by 
sufferers, the subject is a taboo even within the relationship 
where the problem is occurring. 
 
The best solution for this is to seek medical intervention and 
counseling from a trusted source. 
 
Orgasm disorders 
Orgasm disorders are persistent delays or absence of orgasm 
following a normal sexual excitement phase.  
The disorder is usually caused by a physical, or psychological 
factor, or by pharmacological intake. 
 
Lack of participation, stress or loss of focus during sexual 
intercourse can cause this, in addition to the excessive use of 
drugs, alcohol, or anti-depressants. 
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Sexual pain disorders 
Sexual pain disorders affect women almost exclusively and are 
known as dyspareunia (painful intercourse) or vaginismus; - an 
involuntary spasm of the muscles of the vaginal wall that 
interferes with intercourse. 
 
This disorder may be caused by insufficient lubrication (vaginal 
dryness) in women after improper foreplay and stimulation, or 
from hormonal changes caused by menopause, pregnancy, or 
breast-feeding. 
 
Women suffering from this condition may express a total loss 
of interest in sex, and can view their partner as selfish for a lack 
of understanding their condition. 
 
Some men can become aroused by the idea of his woman 
having to endure pain during sex, and can become violent in 
his effort to get her into a sexual act. 
 
Sexual counseling and medical intervention may be necessary 
to control or bring an end to this sex condition. 
 
Men on the other hand, suffer from sexual pain in the form of 
a condition called Priapism, and which can have long term 
problems (though not in pain), depending on its severity. 
 
Priapism is a painful erection that occurs for several hours and 
occurs in the absence of sexual stimulation. This condition 
develops when blood gets trapped in the penis and is unable to 
drain out. If the condition is not promptly treated, it can lead to 
severe scarring and permanent loss of erectile function. 
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A further observation from the author 
 
Outside of scientific data and the fancy reasons given by social 
researchers, I have personally interacted with many women 
(and to a lesser extent, men) who listed their partner’s hygiene 
as one of the reasons why they do not become sexually arouse, 
in addition to them either having a too large or a too small cock 
size and the overall lack of masculine bravura. 
 
Others listed performance issues such a lack of any foreplay, 
lack of knowledge to handle them sexually correct, lack of 
proper participation, and always complaining during and after 
sex, thus making them psychologically impotent. 
 
So as a last word on this subject, do not just put all the blame 
on known reasons. Instead you should check your own physical 
traits and determine whether you is a sexual problem by itself, 
and if possible; - correct it. 
 
 

 
Where to get help

 

 
A sexual problem is a complicated issue that people considers 
private. But if you ask me, it would be best to consult with a 
trusted doctor and a trusted counselor or go here and discuss 
it namelessly; www.goodtherapy.org + www.sexualhealth.com. 
Or get more links from the author: adonisbooks@gmail.com. 
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Author’s Conclusion

 

 
I am sure that this book has given you an opportunity to learn more 
about sex, its importance, contradictions, and controversies, and 
even the many positive ways in which it can impact our lives. 
 
While the contents of this book may indeed be edifying, I truly feels 
that each one of us has our own sexual merits and does not 
necessarily needs a book or someone else to tell us what to do and 
how we should do it, in terms of sexual contact. 
 
Sex is an integral part of our nature, and a natural biological event 
within the journey of humanity, for which no schooling is necessary. 
 
Before all of these fancy sexual advises, the population of the world 
was still progressing perfectly, and has since increased at a rapid 
pace from the beginning of our time on the face of this earth. 
 
I know of many couples who lived faithfully and sexually happy with 
the missionary sex position all their life. Then there are others that I 
know that in despite of their many sexual varieties and perceive 
expertise, they still live a sexually discontented and miserable life. 
 
Because in reality, people sometimes cannot even tell what they 
actually need to be sexually satisfied, but often accept any advice 
and simply rolls along with it. 
 
While many sexual relations books such as this one can help, I 
sincerely urge you to be happy with what you already know, and 
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with what has already made your relationship with your husband or 
wife an already happy one. 
 
As much as I have written this book, I will not insist that I (the 
Author) or my partner must practice its contents, and neither will I 
insist that you or your partner practice its contents. It’s up to you. 
 
But like everything else, this book has its purpose, and can still make 
a positive different in your life depending on how well you use it. 
 
On the other hand, there are many people whose life has been 
severely affected by a lack of sexual satisfaction within their union 
with their partners. As such, they continuously search for solutions 
and grieve for proper advices on the way forward.  
Hence if you are one of them and this book can help you in any way, 
then there is nothing wrong with experimenting, … in the right way. 
 
The choice is yours. 
 
Dennis E. Adonis 
Author 
 
 
 


